175
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Carole and Andrew Hoffman
Organisation

Harcourts

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

We are very concerned about the proposed rates increase. Our current rateable land value
is $260,000 with annual rates of $2950. The proposed rates are based on a new rateable
land value of $675,000 and rates of $4039. This is a 37% increase all based on paper
values. We have been in our home since 1991, there is just the two of us and how can a
rise of that level be justified when nothing else has changed from this year to next except
an estimated value. We are being penalised for owning a large section in a lower valued
area of town where we do not enjoy some of the benefits that other suburbs do.
What changes would you make?

We realise that property values have dramatically increased however there needs to be a
cap on the increase. I'm sure other owners in the area will be in the same predicament
and will not have the income capacity to cope with such huge increases.
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:
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176
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Paul Finnen
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Please don’t raise rates more than inflation. With the interest rate climbing I think
Palmerston North will become to expensive to live and work. We will have some people
leave and not many come to live here.
What changes would you make?

Increase across the board of 8% maximum.
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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177
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Martina Carroll
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Not great, still spending in unnecessary areas. You've mentioned covid affect supply and
costs so perhaps this is still a time to have a reserved budget till supplies increase and
prices go down not to mention lack of tradies make large projects drag on
What changes would you make?

Trialling free rubbish bags will not stop idiots. If it repeat offending, perhaps try mail
drops in areas of concern. Noted properties should face fines. Why should I have to
further strain.my finances with increasing rates to pay for this stupid idea?
Do you have any other feedback?

Rates. You've already heard that vast amounts of people are over your proclaimed 8%. I
can't see what has made mine jump so much when the neighborhood is sliding into
slums. Grasses over knee height, piles of rubbish in public places and rusty eye sores I
have to live with.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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178
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Wendy Stewart
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I am a single mother who owns my own home in Takaro. I think it’s unfair that due to
the size of my section that my rates should increase to the amount you are proposing. In
the Facebook live session I watched I noted that it was mentioned about the new
property values that QV had put out last year which I think should have no relevance to
the increase because that is out of my control and I’m not looking to sell my house. The
cost of living has gone up and you’re proposing to take more from us for services that
aren’t increasing. You should be ashamed of yourselves for causing undue stress to so
many people already trying hard to make ends meet.
What changes would you make?

Don’t increase our rates
Do you have any other feedback?

No
File uploads
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179
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Helen Mill
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Outrageous. Over $500 increase?! For what?!
What changes would you make?

200 would be reasonable but the cost of living is crippling middle class families and this
is just another substantial increase for what benefit? 500 is horrendous and we feel like
all that is happening is the same roads being fixed over and over and stupid planter boxes
being put in stupid places.
Do you have any other feedback?

This is too much of an increase!!
File uploads
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180
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Monique Perkins
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

What changes would you make?

I do not want rates used to pay for fireworks or speedway
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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181
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

MartiA.Alico
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Tues 10 May 7pm to 9pm

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Increase is not fair for middle class. The living cost has increased already eg food,
insurances and utilities. But my salary has not increased! Yet you want to increase the
rates because the house values have increased? I not selling my house and I intend to live
in Palmy for the rest of my life. So what advantage does it have for me? Stop building
stuff because not everyone use it! Stop giving free stuff in the expense of others! Teach
people to work!
What changes would you make?

Reduce giving free stuff eg social housing , social support. Only give free support to
people who are willing to do work so people get encouraged to work!
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:
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182
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Owen
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Rate increase is too high.
What changes would you make?

Reduce your proposed rate increases. You have raised in accordance with an
unsustainable property market which is softening and prices declining. Rethink your
proposal.
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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183
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Jessica Larsen
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Increase is far to high on my property. The fact the qv just increased the land value
should be enough of an increase for the council to work with. Mine has gone up
incredibly and is not sustainable long term.
What changes would you make?

Decrease the amount of councilors we have by at least 1. No more perks, the rest of us
working our asses off do not get paid lunches or travel or anything like that. Stop
donating to the arts/organisation that does our sculptures. We have enough.
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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184
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Janene
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

On behalf of my dad that is on a pension. This increase in rates for him is astronomical
and possibly looking at him being pushed out of his home he has lived in over half his
life. How are pensioners supposed to afford this rates hike when they don't get much.
The cost of living is going up daily and pretty soon everyday living is going to be so
hard it causes poverty.
What changes would you make?

The rates do need to go up. But why single out houses. It should be the same low
increase. Not some by 30% and some at 8%.
Do you have any other feedback?

Look at the bigger picture. Most houses that are subdividable, should the owner wish is
eldery people. My dad for one wouldn't subdivide his house he has a garage on his back
yard and can't subdivide. We have tried to years ago and it is something he wouldn't do.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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185
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Derrylea Hardy
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

If Council requires such exorbitant rates increses, then it's spending is too high and
efforts must be made to bring spending into line without such increases. I have just
looked up projected rates for my property for 2022/23 and actually cried at what you are
proposing - my rates will go up to over $5400. That is so much higher than what we
currently pay, which is already very high, and it will make things very hard for us. How
can you honesy expect people to come up with so much more money, on top of increases
in food, petrol, and everything else. You are pushing people into poverty!! I have a large
back yard, which I assume is what you are using to justify such a huge rates increase for
my property. However, my property is not subdividable as there is no access to the back
yard. So there is no way I can sell off so.e of my land to raise income to pay your huge
rates bill. This is so incredibly unfair and actually almost gave me a panic attack.
What changes would you make?

Please reconsider your approach to how you calculate rates. It is extremely unfair for
people to be expected to come up with this much extra money for just one thing, ie rates.
Council must reduce spending so as not to put such inequitable burdens on home owners.
Do you have any other feedback?

Please find another way to balance your budget without putting such a huge financial
strain on home owners. We have to live within our means, with price increases
everywhere. Council should have to do the same. The amount of land people have on
their property should not be how rates increases are calculated. Bare land is not
increasing costs to Council, so should not be accruing large increases. If people put
additional dwellings on their property, or extensions on their homes, then perhaps that
could justify a rates increase. But for properties with houses that are unchanged for many
years, there is no justification for such huge rates increases. We simply cannot afford it.
I'm very worried now about what we will do, and what other items we will have to cut to
make up the rates increase. This is extremely unfair. I feel very let down by Council.
1

186
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Gregory Bell
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

We are in a time of high inflation, we should be trying our best to keep inflation down
and slow it down. This rate increases is above inflation so driving inflation up, my
personal rates is going up 32% which I find unacceptable.
What changes would you make?

Pet projects should be put on hold
Do you have any other feedback?

The council needs to accept that it is having a negative effect on the economy by driving
inflation up
File uploads
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187
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Geoff Watson
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Overall, I think it is reasonable. An increase of just over 8% is at the high end and I think
it is very important to ensure that those on lower incomes have generous provision for
rates remission as many families are experiencing financial hardship at the moment. I
also support keeping commercial rates as low as possible. Many businesses are just
holding on after three years of Covid so it is important they are not burdened with a large
rate increase. I am pleased to see the ongoing commitment to the city's heritage. There is
growing recognition of the importance of our heritage and with local history a major part
of the new history curriculum in schools there are some promising opportunities to tell
our stories to the young generation.
What changes would you make?

Without knowing the details of the proposals to refurbish Te Manawa etc it is difficult to
make direct comment but I would certainly hope that there is ongoing support for our
library, Ian Matheson archives and Te Manawa. These resources are going to become
more important as things progress.
Do you have any other feedback?

Very good to see the commitment to social housing and I would like to see this continue.
To the extent one can tell from the outside I think the council is doing a good job
managing community and economic development. I certainly appreciate the genuine
commitment of councillors towards heritage issues.
File uploads
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188
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Janice Sharan
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

The auditor's report is damning and embarrassing. It concerns me that the report advises
the council is set to exceed their budget after year four, and exceed the debt limit cap set
for Local Government. We already pay some of the highest rates in the country. As
stated in the report, costs are rising for everything, I don't know how some people will be
able to afford the proposed rates increases, what is the plan when this happens? I feel the
council are spending far too much money on "nice to haves". Palmerston North is not a
tourist town, we can't turn it into one by funding extravagant amounts of art projects and
spending so much money on promotions and marketing. Although I'm not against the art
and beautification that exists already, I don't think we are in the position to keep
spending money on these things and the amount of sponsored advertising I see online for
Palmerston North is ridiculous. The accessible parts of this budget also just seem like
nice keywords rather than concrete ideas on how to make the city safer and nice to live
in. How many people have the time to read this let alone the ability to understand it?
What changes would you make?

Cut back on the nice to have/ beautifying/ tourism projects. Put a hold on salary
increases for the council's higher paid workers (e.g. $100,000 +) and redirect those
increases to the lowest paid workers.
Do you have any other feedback?

What happens if on top of all other rising costs, households cannot afford these rates
rises?
File uploads
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189
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Shelley Hanlon
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

My main area of concern is the rates increases. The budget document states that "the
rating system has been designed by the Council to try to allocate rates between
ratepayers as fairly as possible" and your Facebook post from today states that the
Council is proposing a rate increase of 8.3 per cent. How then, is it fair that our proposed
rate increase will be 32.4%? How is that fair? You've mentioned that if the land value
has increased significantly that it would result in a higher rate increase but why should
we be punished and pay a 32.4% rates rise (instead of 8.3%) for something that is
completely out of our control like an increase in land/property value? That increase in
value doesn't result in something tangible for us while we live there. We aren't suddenly
getting paid more because our land/property value has increased. We aren't using more
of your services because our land/property value has increased. As a home owner, I don't
mind paying my fair share but an increase of 32.4% is completely unfair.
What changes would you make?

The proposed rates increases should be fair for everyone across the board and they are
not. Why should one household's rates increase by a whopping 32.4% and, as you're
mentioned in your budget, some households will pay less rates. Rates should be the same
cost for everyone or based on household income. Basing rates on the increase of land
value is wrong and it's unfair.
Do you have any other feedback?

"It’s hard out there for individuals, families, organisations and businesses, with petrol,
mortgage rates and the price of food and other goods increasing". Those are the words of
the PNCC taken from the opening paragraph of the budget. Now tell me, convince me,
given everything that is going on - why is it fair to increase our property rates by 32.4%?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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190
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Shaun Ruddle
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I oppose the rates increase.
What changes would you make?

No increase in rates.
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
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191-1
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Claudia Dianu
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

1. In terms of updated land values - which are now reflected in a significant increase in
rates (14% for my property), please bear in mind that market values now are below the
rateable values: A simple increase in valuation does not justify a proportional increase in
rates, significantly over prior last years’ increases, that can be seen as operational
inefficiencies and poor budgeting. 2. Whilst most of taxpayers will acknowledge the
need for some activities to be included in DAP, we also need to be conscious of the
current economic climate and the need of not adding to the cost of living crisis. I believe
a thorough review of priorities of projects that are not infrastructure essential should be
undertaken. We are not operating in normal economic circumstances where most of what
we want to achieve is included in the plan and rated for. It is also the time to “activate”
Council’s reserves rather than increasing them from $671m as per 10YP to $809m as per
draft budget 2022/23. 3. LGA recommends financial prudence in that expenses should be
covered by revenues i.e. Council financial activities can therefore break-even: however,
Council is planning for a net profit of $6m. Surely rates can be reduced to reduce the
profit and still be compliant with financial prudence required by LGA. and
acknowledged in the Draft plan as a balanced budget benchmark. The way it stands, the
draft plan shows that Council “overcharges” its ratepayers for its services i.e. rates are
higher than they should be to break even.
What changes would you make?

1. Capital Projects like City Centre transformation and Albert Street River entrance need
deferring to later years as they do not present real benefits in the actual economic
conditions. These will reduce interest expense on borrowings, hence contributing to a
reduction in the proposed rates increase. 2. In terms of operational projects, prioritisation
and efficiencies are key to a prudent budget: Therefore, I would propose a thorough
review of the priority of: • projects like Preserving City Heritage should be reprioritised
in an economic crisis and pandemic, together with: • a review of priority projects within
Connected Communities activity from a “nice to have “ to a “need to have” • a review of

1

191-2

Community Events funding i.e. to be funded mainly by end- user or external grants with
a minimum funding via rates.
Do you have any other feedback?

The draft budget really needs a review line by line as the rate affordability is not
sustainable.
File uploads
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192
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Samuel Kauwhata
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I am not happy to see my rates increase by so much. 2/10.
What changes would you make?

No increase to rates, non-essential services cut. Less funding to Trust Arena and arts
projects.
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
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193
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Daniel
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

26% increase in rates opposed to the 8% that was indicated. Cut things out of the budget
that aren't necessary right now i.e. the misguided planter box bicycle lane plan
What changes would you make?

Listen to councillors that are wanting to cut the budget and investigate what they are
proposing??
Do you have any other feedback?

You lot feel extremely out of touch with the public, you actually listened and stopped the
proposed increase on parking rates in the square. Why not take the same approach with
all issues and listen to the people that voted you into those jobs
File uploads
FILENAME:
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194
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Mark Inman
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

All the areas seem appropriate, but it's hard to tell how efficiently projects are run or
whether funding goes on supporting bureaucracy as is the perception. The extra 2m or so
for attracting and retaining staff may not be working - there always seems to be turnover
and new people. Some of the salaries advertised are eye-watering compared to what a
small business in the city is able to offer.
What changes would you make?

Fewer adverts and promotions about common sense things such as how to use a path in
The Esplanade and what items can be used instead of plastic. A review of safety and
security in the city to ensure that the perception of both is increased. Spend council funds
in the local area wherever possible Hold employees to account for their time and
contribution, so that projects are accurately costed and more likely to be delivered on
time and budget. Cost out meetings based on time and people involved.
Do you have any other feedback?

First of all, overall I think the council does a reasonable job. - there are some pockets of
excellence. I also see pockets of waste and inefficiency and I think this is what is driving
my decision to place feedback. This is my personal feedback as an individual. You set a
maximum target for rates increases overall at 8.3%. The rates on my property are set to
increase by 29.2%. No other well run company or organisation would be able to raise
prices like this without a substantial improvement in product or service. If you need to
do this, then something is wrong, especially during the highest inflation in 3 decades, at
the height of a cost of living crisis and when your local businesses are fighting to
survive. I presume this is something to do with property valuations? I bought the house
in 2008. It may have become worth more, but doesn't mean there's more in the pocket.
Even if you decide it's a sound basis for a huge hike, then the services you offer must be
increased too. I am normally an evangelist for the council and I recognise that you need
to increase your income, but this seems excessive by any reasonable measure.
1

195
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Amanda Hansen
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Absolutely not necessary and ridiculous!!!! After the last few years of covid and all
those disruptions, prices for everything going up substantially, years of neglect by
councils and yet we can have artwork and the like which costs us ratepayers thousands
and thousands as well as councillors on big money does not go down well at all with
me!!!
What changes would you make?

Actually look at what NEEDS doing and MUST be done for safety and only do that. Cut
councillors pay packet down and ensure they are working hard and have more public
consultation/voting.. no more art work and unnecessary “things” this is absolutely
ridiculous in these times.. you are meant to be working for us not just deciding let’s do
this and they can pay! Many things needed upkeep and monitoring but lots have gone
past that stage due to not being up kept/cared for so it ends up costing us so so much
more due to people not doing tjere job and ensuring the upkeep of facilities/roads was
being kept up with!
Do you have any other feedback?

Only do what must be done! Cut councillors pay packet down and the amount of staff!
Public consultation/voting on things!
File uploads
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196
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Kate Wischnowsky
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Ridiculous increase to rates. People are struggling. Petrol increases. Grocery increases. It
is going to make people's lives hard. I am not really sure why it is going up that much.
People's wages do not match these kind of increases. They are not going to be able to
afford them.
What changes would you make?

Don't increase them as much
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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197-1

River Stop Awapuni
c/- Annette Nixon

and

David Chapple

We would both like to speak to this Submission on Thursday 12 May, 9-11
or 3-30 - 5.30

CREATIVE AND LIVEABLE CITY STRATEGY
River Stop Awapuni arose from the Awesome Awapuni informal group when
PNCC were proposing cycle lanes and a reduction of parking for business
cusomers in 2019.

This group comprises business owners, representatives

from the two Churches on College Street in Awapuni Village and community
enthusiasts. We benefit from the support of PNCC Council officers linked
with community development / placemaking in an advisory capacity.
Achievements and Comments
Early advocacy and consulation for Village roading plan. Solutions
negotiated for maintaining a maximum number of car parks. We requested

an opportunity to review these changes with Council Officers to provide
feedback about what works well or needs further improvement. We welcome
an opportunity to have this meeting.
Church parking areas continue to be made available for business owners.
Boho Cafe Parklet. This has provided a very successful area. Thanks for

repositioning the rubbish bin away from eating area.
Planting plan for fruit trees in existing gardens. Trees were purchased by

PNCC but planted in other reserves in error. We await replacements
Shared planning for St Matthews Anglican Church's Plant and Fun Fair, 6

October 2022.

197-2

LOCAL HISTORY WEEK annual event held in collaboration with Awapuni
Community Library to continue a project to gather and present local stories.

Last November 2 further stories were recorded by Peoples' Radio and
archived with City Library. We appreciate funding available and received for
our 2021 Local History Week event.
PNCC completion of signage discussed in 2019 marking the presence of

Awapuni Village is a deep disappointment, an unnecessary distraction and a
project that has failed to meet community expectations.

Public art /

signage is expected to be correct and a significant statement about, in this
case, the presence of the Awapuni Village.

I'm not sure what back to front

lettering has to say about PNCC and its regard for community enhancement.
Signage between Awapuni Village and Manawatu River - Many cyclists travel

through Awapuni Village. We believe many more, along with pedestrians
and dog walkers would be encouraged to access the River walkways if there
was signage at the Village to direct them to make the connection.
Reduced SPEED limits through Awapuni Village - We note Highbury Village

has raised PEDESTRIAN Crossings as devices to reduce speed in the area.
Awapuni Village would like a similar device to be developed for the College
Street crossing by the Majestic Garage. Speed reduction continues to be a
request from many voices.
Bus Shelters - several were removed when the cycle lanes went in. When will
replacements be made? College street between Maxwells Line and Botanical

Road does not have any bus shelters.
Place Making - Seed funding and continued support for projects in suburban

centres is regarded as a valuable incentive for action.
Seating - We lost one seat when a car crashed into the fish & chip shop. A

replacement for this one, plus at least another at the Awapuni Community
Library are requested.

One was promised for St Matthew's site, to be

placed near the crossing. Parklets with seating achieve great community
interaction and are supported.

197-3

Public Art - We are very keen to see more Public Art in the Village. We

support the Development of Policy to direct Council decisons on acquiring /
supporting new public art including murals.
Presbyterian New Church St Mark's site - The Church has indicated this area
is surplus to requirements and have asked PNCC to consider using the site
for community facility development. We support PNCC forming a Policy to

plan for land aquisition for the development of community facilities to meet
increased population growth, social and neighbourhood needs. This
predominantly green field site offers a unique opportunity. Please keep it in
mind as a potential new library and community hub site.
Awapuni Community Library - We very much appreciate the work of the
Librarians, recognising the important local information and networking roles
they provide.

A new library to meet the demands made on Library Services

is overdue. Holiday programmes for example do not have enough space to
operate effectively alongside library services. We know Community Kitchens
are an essential activity around which food preparation, food security and
sharing can bring great benefits and neighbourhood connections. We
recommend that a Community Kitchen become part of the planning for a
new Awapuni Community Library / Community Hub.
New matters that were brought to our notice in the last year:

We would like to join other voices asking for RIGHT Turning Arrows in the
signal phases at Botanical Road / College Street. At present this intersection
does not have RIGHT Turning Arrows as part of the Traffic Light system.
Consequently vehicles turn at Ferguson St roundabout and then along
Kingston Street to enter College Street at a non controlled intersection,
creating congestion in a narrow residential street.
We have been asked to advocate for funding support for PN Neighbourhood
Support to enable them to continue carrying out the neighbourhood
connections and communications they provide for public safety and wellbeing.
Walkways between College Street and Winchester Street and between College
Street and Newbury Street (both routes to the Awapuni Community Centre) -

197-4

Both walkways are "dog leg" in shape. You cannot see the end when you
enter the walkway.

We hear that people are scared to access these areas

especially at night (limited lighting is also an issue) but also in daylight
when they cannot see what / who might be coming towards them. A
solution is to develop the planned but not executed access to Awapuni
Community Centre from Panako Place, as a short, straight walkway
minimising anxiety, adding convenience and providing choice.
These two existing walkways also have issues of graffiti (currently evident),

lack of regular removal of plant debris and rubbish, lack of lighting. What
are the levels of service that apply to such areas and how often are walkways
surveyed for compliance?

198
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Bronia Wanoa
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I don't agree with my rates increasing so drastically, especially in a time when the cost of
living is going up at the same time. There doesn't appear to be an increase in services
from the rates increase, and in fact with covid affecting the last two years the amount of
community events have been reduced too.
What changes would you make?
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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199
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Elizabeth whiterod
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Ridiculous increases to rates when the cost of living is astronomical. My rates have
increased by 32%
What changes would you make?

Remove the improved audiovisual equipment. Use zoom like everyone else Halve the
lido contribution and have them increase prices Cut rate increases to 2%
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name
Nicole Abraham

Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

We are facing a nearly 30% increase in our rates. That is a huge amount of money to just pull out of no
where. Many people are unhappy about this. 8.3% was bad enough but to find out it's a nearly 30%
increase. It's unfair. Pot holes everywhere around town. Council wasting money around the city. Now
glass services have been suspended and now you want to increase more rates we have to pay. Taking
food our of my children's mouth!

What changes would you make?
We are facing a nearly 30% increase in our rates. That is a huge amount of money to just pull out of no
where. Many people are unhappy about this. 8.3% was bad enough but to find out it's a nearly 30%
increase. It's unfair. Pot holes everywhere around town. Council wasting money around the city. Now
glass services have been suspended and now you want to increase more rates we have to pay. Taking
food our of my children's mouth!

Do you have any other feedback?

We are facing a nearly 30% increase in our rates. That is a huge amount of money to just pull out of no
where. Many people are unhappy about this. 8.3% was bad enough but to find out it's a nearly 30%
increase. It's unfair. Pot holes everywhere around town. Council wasting money around the city. Now
glass services have been suspended and now you want to increase more rates we have to pay. Taking
food our of my children's mouth! I do not want to be contacted about this as it won't be a very pleasant
conversation.

File uploads
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Krystal Uncles
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Think more about what the city needs to improve and become a place people want to
visit and enjoy living.
What changes would you make?

Keep rate changes as low as possible and fair across the city.
Do you have any other feedback?

The proposed rates increase for my small 2bdrm property will be an extra 300 odd
dollars a year. On a sole income that will make things even tougher than they already
are. The increase in the rate able value of my property does not reflect the true nature of
the property. My home is not flash by any means and needs a lot more work to bring up
to something resembling re sellable for which I will have even less money to do. Why
should some people have to pay more purely because someone deems their property
more valuable? We all use the same facilities, roads and services provided by the council
so why pay more?
File uploads
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Rachel Withington
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

What changes would you make?

The way that the rates are apportioned so that some households aren't as
disproportionately affected.
Do you have any other feedback?

We are shocked to be facing a 31% increase in our rates for our small house in Roslyn.
Although our land value has increased this does not mean that we are using any more
resources or services than we have in the past, we don't gain anything from having an
increased land value. We are a young family who are expecting our first child in the
middle of this year and we are facing paying an extra $750 in rates with this proposal.
We don't know where this extra money is going to come from with rising interest rates,
rising general living costs, and a reduction in income. I also really feel for other families
who are in even tighter situations. This will no doubt be disproportionately affecting
properties in lower value and lower income areas which have had the largest increases in
land value, this really needs to be considered. You have acknowledged that it is hard out
there for families following the Covid-19 pandemic however, increasing household rates
by 8.3% (and much higher for some households) completely disregards the struggles that
families are facing, and will continue to face. This shows a lack of compassion and
understanding.
File uploads
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Graeme Tong
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Yes my land value has increased and I understand that this will have a lead on affect on
rates. What I am struggling with is the consistently stated 8.3% increase and ask how this
gets to 32.5% in my instance. There must be a better ‘levelling’ method than this. Also in
reading comments there are a number of other residents with the same concern. I also
read earlier that if your property was capable of being subdivided then this could
increase rates by upwards of $800 pa. I’m unsure if my property meets this ‘criteria’ but
regardless it seems an archaic way of taxing the people with regards to something that
may not happen - ever. Surely Council has enough tools already through consenting fees,
development contributions then new rates against the subdivided property to cover this
event.
What changes would you make?

I know folks will see my name and say “he was always against cycling” (not true) and
will no doubt discard the following comments. I am staggered at the amount of capital
going on around the City in regards to cycling - don’t get me wrong, some of it is good
but the ‘passion’ with separation is a mystery. And Pioneer Highway/Main Street what a
shambles - nay an embarrassment.
Do you have any other feedback?

I understand that capital projects are funded from rates and that only the interest cost hits
the operational budget (rates) so I will leave that other than to say with new facilities
come ongoing maintenance/operational costs. It is obvious from the state of most new
projects from past years that these costs aren’t being funded and in some cases
potentially leading to costly renewals. Other long term projects eg: Transport Network,
Civic and Cultural Precinct etc seem to be redone with every 10 Year Plan. I appreciate
we need to keep current but please, if you are going to develop a new plan be prepared to
fund it in the next term rather than spend several million dollars every three years doing
it all again.
1
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Cushla Tutaki
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Oh think it’s ridiculous. This is the time to be making necessary changes not cosmetic to
the city to make sure everyone stays afloat.
What changes would you make?

Remove Cuba st upgrade, square upgrades, entrance to Albert at river walkway (why
was this not made more accessible initially??!) Yes prioritise necessary things (housing,
development, animal shelter) park the cosmetic and actually put your hand up, admit you
for some things wrong (plastic cycle way monstrosities, square from Main Street church st) when your rate payers have been telling you so and actually show your town
you are listening.
Do you have any other feedback?

This is a really insensitive move by PNCC. Clearly some of the more stupid expenditure
is now costing rate payers even more through this next financial year (stupid plastic
planter boxes?!). This is the time to show your residents you have a heart - yes to social
housing yes to the animal shelter but the square and Albert st I’m really struggling to
understand why this must happen now (post COVID) when this was done not long ago?
As a household that is now on one income due to the pandemic and are living pay check
to pay check some of the proposed expenditure is completely insensitive and
unnecessary. Let’s get real PNCC - make the must do changes and park the optional,
would be nice, extras. Read the room.
File uploads
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From:
Subject:
Attachments:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission
proposed_rates_increase_2022-2023_-_opposed_by_greg_pryce.docx

Your contact details
Name

Greg Pryce
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Contained inn attached document.
What changes would you make?

Contained inn attached document.
Do you have any other feedback?

Contained inn attached document.
File uploads
FILENAME:
proposed_rates_increase_2022-2023_-_opposed_by_greg_pryce
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To the Palmerston North City Council

Re: Proposed rates increase 2022/2023

It is extremely frustrating to see a 12.5% rate increase for our property! The bias towards land value
unfairly affects property owners who own larger sections. The increase in property values is obscene
and is determined by ‘others’ indirectly through the action of buying and selling, speculation,
government fiscal policy, and low bank interest rates. Our unproductive piece of land has more than
doubled to $790 000! This has resulted in a $560 increase on two fixed incomes and we worked
damn hard to own a nicer home. Setting rates using this mechanism is ridiculous and biases larger
dwellings on undividable sections.

The PNCC only ever communicated the maximum of 8.3% to residents which would match inflation
but still somewhat excessive. An increased of +12% suggests you are either, over taxing ratepayers,
or your system is inequitable, or both. If you are taking an additional +4% tax (and some ratepayers
are significantly more) then the PNCC is gouging households because the system is not fit for
purpose. I suggest you
maintain the current rates
paid and adjust your
budgets accordingly, have
a progressive system and
apply a secondary rate for
larger properties, or cap
the land size to a
maximum payable value to meet current expenditure.
Often the PNCC is tone deaf to the economic struggles within the wider community and assume that
if you live in a reasonable area then people are financially secure and frequent increases are easily
accommodated. This is not the case for all residents – especially those on fixed incomes or many
renting that will face having to absorb a significant price increase. Our dwellings are not collateral
assets to increase revenue for vanity projects. The earthquake strengthening is another dubious
excuse to upgrade facilities unnecessarily or over-capitalise heritage buildings. The PNCC is an
institution to represent all residents, and like any household, they have to cut their cloth to fit their
circumstances. It is particularly galling to read of a massive overspend on the CBD concept plans and
the rhetoric surrounding building aspirational projects for a future Palmerston North yet there is
little in the way of restraint when economic changes require prudent management. Being fiscally

205-3

responsible does mean postponing non-essential projects even if they are programmed and already
budgeted.
In conclusion, the methodology for calculating the new rates is seriously flawed and the proposed
increase is excessive. Democratic engagement in local body politics is very poor so please don’t
assume this lack of engagement or apathy amongst voters is tacit approval of the proposed rates
increase and the continuation of subsequent increases as previously indicated. This ratepayer is
strongly against this increase.

Mr Greg Pryce

206
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Emma Timmins
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Too much money spent on council and mayoral renumeration. Too much of an increase a
large majority of rate payers are government employees, teachers nurses, and army who
are on a pay freeze and the cost of living (I.e. petrol, food and mortgage rates) is going
up but pay isn't
What changes would you make?

Don't believe that money should be being spent on art sculptures and planter boxes on
the roads given that there are other areas that need the money
Do you have any other feedback?

Given the information around the issues with the water and sewerage I'm surprised that
that isn't where the highest percentage of the increase/rates are going to.
File uploads
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From:
Subject:
Attachments:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission
towards_a_fairer_rating_system.docx

Your contact details
Name

Richard Wilde
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Thurs 12 May 3.30pm to 5.30pm
Fri 13 May 9am to 11am
Fri 13 May 3.30pm to 5.30pm
Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Without a lot of studying of the various documents it is difficult to balance the
percentage funding for the seventeen activities which are allocated ratepayer funds
which amount to $63.14 per ratepayer per week. For example, the allocation of 11.72 of
funding to Transport seems a bit light given that some of our roads and footpaths are
quite rough. However, in this submission I'd like concentrate on the income part of the
budget. Certainly there can't be a budget without an income to support it, and I'd like to
make some suggestions about the method of allocating rates in Palmerston North. To
summarise here I would say here that the system of allocating rates based on land value
(formerly 'unimproved' value) without regard to the ability of the ratepayer to meet the
demand is unfair, and penalises older ratepayers and beneficiaries on fixed incomes. To
be sure, a small amount of rate relief is available for some but the income threshold is
very low. To provide some detail to my assertion I will attached a document to his
submission explaining my thoughts.
What changes would you make?

Regarding my earlier comment re transport, The budget for Transport of 11.72% of
budget could be supplemented from trimming and re-allocation of some of the 14.63%
allocated to Active Communities. Presumably the ratepayers receive some income from
events at the Central Energy Trust Arena in the form of gate takings from stockcar
events and sports fixtures. User pays? Reserves, sportsfields and swimming pools are all
worthy activities but what funding goes to recreational groups. No recreational group I
am a member of receives any ratepayer funding.
Do you have any other feedback?

1
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Yes. Getting back to Transport: There have been some notable successes with shared
pathways, particularly the new footbridge and the riverside pathways, particularly the
cycle/walking path to Linton. And despite the criticism of the planter boxes in Pioneer
Highway, I think these are a good investment to improve cyclist safety on a major
arterial road, but maybe in the future they should be replaced with steel bollards which
would occupy less space. Regarding roads and footpaths. Some roads are rough. For
example the manhole covers along Featherston Street are up to 2 or 3 cm below the road
surface, either from sinking or from successive layers of asphalt building the road up
above the steel covers, all to give a rough ride in a small car. Footpaths: many are rough.
For example along the south side of College St between Batt and Cook Streets, tree roots
have raised the paving slabs to form a tripping hazard to foot traffic and giving a rough
ride for e-scooters. Ramping up with bitumen needs to be carried out to partly eliminate
the hazard.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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Towards a fairer system for levying rates on Palmerston North City
I want to concentrate on the income part of the Annual Budget, i.e. the method of
generating rates.
Currently and historically the Palmerston North City Council have calculated the residential
rates from the ‘bare’ land value, and in recent years with additional fixed rates applied
uniformly across the whole city. This method of Land Value (LV) rating contrasts with Capital
Value (CV) rating that is used in both Auckland and Wellington and probably other cities as
well.
LV rating creates anomalies and unfairness amongst ratepayers. One of the underlying
principles of taxation is that income tax is levied according to the ability of the taxpayer to
pay the tax. This is illustrated by a sliding scale of tax rates, so those on large salaries pay
overall more tax, although up to a particular low level of income everyone pays the same
rates with the higher earners paying greater amounts above the threshold.
City rates are just another form of tax. However, LV rating does not use the above principle
of income tax levying with the result that older retired ratepayers such as ourselves are at a
financial disadvantage with LV rating, compared with wealthier ratepayers living in large
expensive houses on the smaller sections which are now more common.
Older, retired ratepayers on fixed incomes are often living on older properties which are
commonly larger and with a modest house with vegetable and flower gardens, lawns, trees,
and maybe even fruit trees. These sections also provided room for children to play and the
householder to grow vegetables and grow fruit. We have such a property and have
gardened and grown our own fruit now for over 40 years. Now, with changes to the
methods of valuation, to what it seems is to encourage subdivision and infill, older folk are
in danger of being chased out of their family dwellings by “enforced” subdivision with their
former property occupied by two large multi-storeyed apartments or houses.
A fairer system of rating is CV rating where the rates are based on the value of the whole
property as is done in Auckland and Wellington, so that wealthy ratepayers who can afford
to pay more rates and who live in large expensive houses with multiple bathrooms etc pay a
fairer share of the city’s rate burden. I suggest that PNCC seriously consider changing the
rating system to CV rating.
Alternatively, should the council persevere with LV rating for owner-occupiers then the
rating factor (rate code 1001) which is used to calculate the largest component of the rates
(excluding the fixed components) should be determined from a sliding scale (for example,
from 0.003 to 0.008) depending on the household income. This should not be too
complicated.
I notice that on the PNCC website that proposed rates increases for some of the properties
that I looked at for the 2022-23 rating year ranged from -2% to +24% resulting in a rate
reduction of up to $66 for some ratepayers in newer-developed properties with capital
values well in excess of ours, but also increases of up to $850 for others living in older
properties, often not subdividable owing to the position of the dwelling.

208
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Aaron How
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?
What changes would you make?

Do you have any other feedback?

Our proposed rates increase of 31% for our family home seems very disproportionate to
the increases proposed for other areas in Palmerston North. It has been noticed that lower
value areas of the city are worse affected with the rates increase and although this can be
explained as bringing the land values in line across the board, this brings living cost to an
unmanageable level for those inhabiting the properties. Furthermore, the rate values
increase does not stop at the property owners, but extends further to those renting,
resulting in a city with high living cost and very little to be provided when compared to
other cities of equivalent rates and comparable size. I believe the increase should either
be lowered or distributed more evenly across all properties in the city. Thank-you for
your time and consideration, Aaron
File uploads
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Amer Jaffal
Organisation

PVT

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Fri 13 May 7pm to 9pm

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

overestimated and unacceptable in the context of unstable housing market, extremely
high inflation and interest rates
What changes would you make?

status co
Do you have any other feedback?

provide good service to fees you’re collecting. I have been asking for dysfunctional
storm water drain to be fixed for 2 years yet no action
File uploads
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Shiloh Dobie
Organisation

Shiloh Dobie Design

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Hi, You note that Palmy is “now” feeling the effects of the pandemic on this website
page. I note in response, that businesses such as mine, have been acutely feeling the
financial impacts of the pandemic from day one. As we are finally coming through it,
business owners like myself have been absorbing the following for 2 full years:
significant sick leave costs, much higher material and supply costs, longer timeframes
for projects (and thus longer before a business sees the money that has been worked for),
security being offered to employees, business owners putting themselves last in the order
of paying themselves a salary/wages, staff shortages, and managing staff wellbeing, and
others. The average employed person (not a business owner) is finally seeing incredible
inflation across petrol, groceries, cost of materials and now rates. As a business owner,
I’m now getting stung from all angles, after doing my very best to keep my contractors
and subcontractors engaged with work throughout the pandemic. I do not support the
following costs: $2.03m in Remuneration - why are you increasing Rem costs for a
group of people who have received some of the greatest level of job security in the
country during the pandemic. $135k - City Heritage work - Is this really necessary for
this year? $466k - Half a mil for a construction project is not a “slight” increase. While
we only have $100k for community relief from COVID-19. In general, I’m seeing more
niceties and construction projects than are needed. While work on parks and other
community spaces is fantastic work - it is not a necessity when people are struggling to
fund their grocery bills.
What changes would you make?

Listed above.
Do you have any other feedback?

The hearing dates are all batched together in the one week. It would be better to spread
over a couple of weeks. Both myself and my partner are away on work that week.
1
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Clare Wismans
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I think the increase needs to decrease to take into account the RV increase
What changes would you make?

Myself, my husband and my daughter are one of the many young middle class families
living in Palmerston North. We both work full time job as a soilder and a teacher we
work incredibly hard in jobs that benefit our city to provide a great life for our daughter.
As with most middle income earners we do not qualify for any govt assistance. We are
lucky to have disposable income that is used to support small palmerston north business
by shopping and visiting cafes. With this increase we will no longer have disposable
income, we will no longer be supporting small businesses. This increase has a massive
flow on affect.
Do you have any other feedback?

Please, consider going back to basics, with the current price increases affecting every
family don't increase rates, make cut back do the bare minimum until your community
can catch a break. Our house values have increased however we have less money in our
pockets then ever before and our house values are already dropping again.
File uploads
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Helen burke
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

The average family is struggling. We are and our rates will go up $1000 per year. I don't
get any extra income, everything goes up to buy, and just because the house price goes
up, doesn't mean enough to quantify 1k added money per year to find we brought our
house at the right time, got what we could afford, lucky cause we couldn't buy now if we
didn't buy when we did. And since the rv has gone up, which are apparently going down
again, we need to find $20 per week, for a family of 8.
What changes would you make?

Not increase so much, a fixed amount for wveryone, and not a huge one. Ours is over
25%. We simply can't afford anything but bills.
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Nicole Sara
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?
What changes would you make?

Do you have any other feedback?

I would just like to know if there is anything we can do to decrease our rates? My
property has an increase of well over 8.3% (closer to 25%) and this is such a huge jump
yearly. I understand the need for increases but keeping them more in line with the
amount you proposed (8%) is much more reasonable and understandable.
File uploads
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214
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Callum Van der Oest
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I think it will create a ripple effect of putting people into poverty. Think about the elderly
on a pension barely getting by, this will be the nail in the coffin. Think about the
landlords that will increase prices of rentals. The first home buyers that are living off
noodles to stay on the property ladder. The council needs to step up and improve
services before increasing rates for home owners. Everyone is still getting on their feet
from the effects of covid, don’t kick us well we’re down.
What changes would you make?

Look at this again in the next financial year. By then people should be in a more secure
position to take the hit.
Do you have any other feedback?

Improve roads, foots paths, parks and the overall appearance of the city.
File uploads
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Barbara King
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Like councillor Naylor said, there are too many wastes in this budget. I am embarrassed
by our council and their frivolous spending. Get real, we are a laughing place,
What changes would you make?

Everything which has been said by too many other people, our property might go up but
it is not cash in our hand for council to spend. Our property has gone up ridiculous
amounts. Make real valuations.
Do you have any other feedback?

I feel like my home is not and can’t be in Palmerston North. Just get real council! Plan
within your budget. We have too!
File uploads
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name
Karen Keenan

Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Congrats on the amazing work done with parks and walkways, and with the Papaoia housing project. The
costs for roading, water filtration and Lido water filtration are massive, but I guess you have looked at
options for this. I think your vision statements are fantastic but bear in mind that there are plenty of
great parks and reserves facilities now established, and that a 'connected and safe' community will be
less and less likely to occur with a (financially) stressed population, and that all kinds of cuts you can
make across the board (in areas such as marketing, strategic investment, conference centre, museum,
marketing, and so on) might be helpful.

What changes would you make?

I wouldn't worry about widening Ferguson street for now. 'Transforming ' the Albert Street river entrance
sounds great but more of a 'want' than a 'need'. More hardship will come on to people from inflation and
mortgage increases than rates increases, and you already acknowledge this. Would be great if you could
off-set any of that, but I don't really see how.

Do you have any other feedback?
I think the council should put an article into Palmy Proud magazine re: cycling and cycle lanes. If council
has not been behind the project using plastic planter boxes down Pioneer Highway, they should make
sure this is well known. Also, it could be a good article/chance to promote the benefits of cycling, and
need for cycle safety (perhaps a comment that if people aren't able to safely negotiate a large, brightly
coloured, immobile object, then are they safe to be driving on the roads at all). What happened to the
long time ago project of green bikes. Any chance this could be resurrected? I also think council should
make it very clear what has happened with the rates revaluations/restructures. At the moment it seems
to many people that council is making 20-30% more income overall in rates. Apparently this is not the
case, as because of revaluations, they are taking 20-30% less in other areas (commercial?). So overall
council income will only increase by around 8%. I think this is very important for council to do this, as
many people will be actually struggling hard later this year, with inflation/cost of living rising and
mortgage interest rises, and there will be a lot of inflamed tension and stress towards anything done by a
council that is perceived to be taking 20-30% more than they were. I think it's really key for the council to
show that it is the commercial sector which is benefitting here, not the council. I think that would lessen
otherwise hostile feelings towards the council; because the likely economic situation for many people as
this year goes by will be quite tough. Sorry, I wrote the above before reading the draft document, so
please just take that as a general uninformed opinion. I think the work that's been done on PN parks and
1
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reserves is fantastic, a real treasure. Lots here already to appreciate. I'd like to know who has paid for all
the scooters. Is that something from the council or from elsewhere?

File uploads
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217-1
From:
Subject:
Attachments:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission
submission_on_pncc_proposed_rates_2022.docx

Your contact details
Name

Ranvir Singh
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Dear Mayor and Councillors, Thanks for the opportunity. See attached my feedback on
the PNCC rates for 2022-23. I hope you find this of some use to reconsider the proposed
rates and make them fairer. Thanks Ranvir
What changes would you make?
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
submission_on_pncc_proposed_rates_2022
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Dear Mayor and Councillors,
Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback on the PNCC rates for 2022-23.
I listened carefully your Facebook live public consultation session on Tuesday 12th April. Following that I
had a quick look on the revaluations and proposed rates for some example properties in few suburbs.
I list below changes in CV, LV and the proposed rates for these example property locations.
Examples of PNCC Proposed Rates 2022-23
CV Increased
$550,000.00
$310,000.00
$315,000.00
$350,000.00
$410,000.00

% CV Increased
81%
66%
84%
90%
61%

LV Increased
$550,000.00
$175,000.00
$315,000.00
$160,000.00
$175,000.00

% LV Increased
102%
54%
140%
94%
52%

Rate Increased
$1,070.60
-$65.75
$738.85
$118.80
-$56.79

% Rate Increased
23%
-2%
27%
8%
-3%

It appears clearly, as was highlighted in the online session, that most of the proposed increased rates are
allocated to sections/properties with increased LV in their revaluations.
In contrast, properties with relatively similar increase in CV (e.g., Te Matai Road example, CV Increased
$410,000) has been allocated reduced rates for 2022-23. I assume here that this increase in CV is not due
to the property renovations but increase in property prices (as is the case for increase in LV).
I wonder how the council sees this. Should not the rates be allocated as per CV, instead of LV? It is also
not clear why the PNCC has decreased the uniform charge rates from $500 to $300?

217-2

Suburb
Hokowhitu
Hokowhitu
Awapuni
Whitmore Road
Te Matai Road

It appears the proposed rates in this way affect disproportionally properties with large sections. Why
charge more the large sections? They provide perhaps more green space and biodiversity values in our
urban environment.
Why should only properties with the increased LV get most of the burden of the rates increased? I
understand the point of an increase in LV (so should be the point for an increase in CV). However, any
increase in LV/CV means not much until the property is sold.
I think the proposed rates increase should be shared more fairly by all property owners, especially in
these inflationary times with costs of living increasing for everyone.

Thanks, Ranvir Singh

217-3

I hope you find this feedback constructive to reconsider the proposed rates for 2022-23.
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Leerae Holden
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?
What changes would you make?

Do you have any other feedback?

My feedback is this. I'm horrified and angry to discover that my rates will increase
$611.65 how on earth do you expect the average household to afford this ? This is
awapuni !! I'm not in Hokowhitu or Summerhill and I'm living in what increasingly
seems to be a crime ridden , potholed, boyracer infested suburb. and I feel entitled to
make this statement having lived at my current address for 17 years, I also work in this
suburb at Whakapai Hauora. I'm a registered nurse and single breadwinner with a
teenager daugher at home. My wages haven"t increased, infact primary health nusres are
not included in the recent pay increases DHB nurses have received yet you expect me to
pull this out of where exactly??. I work hard in an increasing demanding health
environment to pull in enough to make ends meet. I was born and raised in Palmerston
north but im at the stage where I'm seriously considering our future in New Zealand with
Australia looking a far more attractive option. Please reconsider these extreme increases
this is unacceptable and unsustainable for myself and others attempting to survive with
the cost of living skyrocketing. Thank you Jane Holden
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Ashleigh Dam
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I think it is reasonable
What changes would you make?

Unsure
Do you have any other feedback?

Love the planning going ahead. Its great to see Palmerston North getting beautified and
modernised. Love the new river access ideas and what you have done at the esplanade
and memorial park. Thank you
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Clive and Fiona Bardell
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Dear Councillors, It is with a lot of anxiety that I write this email with regards to the
rates rise. I know this will fall on deaf ears. When the RV’s came out, we were bowled
over at the new value on our home and not a happy bowled over. It is just money on
paper, something that we will never see in our pockets. You advised when the new RV’s
that we should not worry as this was not going to put rates up. Well hullo, not only have
you lied, you have out-done yourselves in your greed. Rates have never been about land.
It is about services. Tell me, what extra services are you supplying to our property that
justifies a $1000.00 rise in the rates. Absolutely none. Please don’t be dressing this up by
saying we have land that can be subdivided. You do not have the right to force people to
divide up their homes just so you can double the rates collection. I do not want neighbors
living on my back door step. It is bad enough that others in our street have done this,
causing congestion with cars parked on the road, noise from new neighbors moving in,
and boy racers doing burnouts in our street. To subdivide – More fees that have to be
paid to you!!!! Money we certainly don’t have. With all the awareness around mental
health, you are forcing people to either pay up or change the way we live. On that front,
you are extremely out of line. The increase in population that Palmerston North has
experienced over recent years, you have failed by not forward thinking to future proof
our amenities. Now, you are trying to play catch up (poor management over the years). I
personally have never voted in local govt or politics. You wonder why we don’t vote. It
is not apathy. My non-vote is a vote in itself. I don’t believe the words that come out of
your mouths. And you have more than proved your untrustworthiness with your actions
to fleece us all with your greedy desire of money. Don’t punish us for working all our
lives to pay for our home to only now be staring at retirement wondering how on earth
we are going to afford these incredibly high bills when we no longer have an income to
pay for it. You well know the Govt superannuation is not enough to live on. We are not
wealthy people. But there a lot who are worse off. How will you justify putting people in
poverty so you can line your pockets. Clive and Fiona Bardell
What changes would you make?
1
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Do you have any other feedback?
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Stu waters
Organisation

Ngawai farm

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?
What changes would you make?

Do you have any other feedback?

As a rural rate payer at xx xx road we are very concerned about the proposed
rates increase and the impact this will have on the rural community in the PNCC area.
Our business is already facing increases to costs due to the current economic state of the
country. The increase in rates would be an additional cost on top of this. As an industry
farmers are also facing additional environmental restrictions that we must adapt to meet
which is an additional cost to stay in business. Our rates look set to increase by three
times due to the large increase in land values (which is out of our control). Our land use
has not changed and we continue to farm sheep and beef on the property however the
rates go up and we still receive the same services. We hope you take this into
consideration when you make the decision and look forward to your reply. Thanks, Stu
Waters
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222
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Sarah Chand
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

My comments are specific to the proposed rate increases. I would like to know why as
rate payers we are being charged for uniforms and it’s $500!! I’m assuming it’s staff
uniforms? This has no benefit or impact to us. Also regarding the kerbside recycling - I
would have expected to see a dramatic reduction in this cost due to the fact that you’ve
temporarily suspended the glass recycling services. Why are still paying for this?
What changes would you make?

Remove the uniform charges and reduce the kerbside recycling charges.
Do you have any other feedback?
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Kathryn O’CONNOR
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Any rise to rates is not a good idea! Time are tough enough and PNth rates are already
high.
What changes would you make?
Do you have any other feedback?
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Nathaniel Grigg
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Simply sounds more like a want list rather than an actual budget I think that a really hard
look at what can be deferred for a year or more. The city can't take the burden like this
much longer especially given the "exceptional times" that we are currently in. A lot of
nice-to-haves need to be shelved for the short to medium term.
What changes would you make?

In the current economic climate hard choices have to be made, we have already had to
tighten our belts individually, why don't we have to do that now collectively? the city
will survive if we do, it won't if this unrestricted spending spree is allowed to continue. I
am long past 'giving up a cup of coffee a week' I have no more luxuries to give up,
except internet, power, and gas, i suppose I could give up meat and move to a full
rice/pasta diet for the family too. Why is there an 8.3% rates increase? you were wanting
to do 24% over 3 years, but the new QVs have burst the coffers, so why is an increase on
top of that still required? This unnecessary increase is personally going to cost me just
shy of $300/year yet the total revenue collected from me would still be up $900/year. so
that extra '8%' is actually going to be 1/4 of my additional rates. sounds like you've
already claimed my 24% increase. enough is enough. In fact our actual increase over the
current rates is 40.07%... Where do I find this money, pray tell? What hope is there for
the city when a single income middle? class family is 20% higher than the "average"
rates breakdown you provided? I.e. If you have to increase rates because interest on debt
repayments has increased, then why are you spending more on demolishing existing
housing stock to build more? I understand the why behind it, but I don't understand why
in this current economic climate where building costs are through the roof, and shortages
on said products are ever increasing, and lastly you don't have the capital to pay through
to nose to fund it, so you should make do with what we have in the interim. You have
already done well with the increase in the council owned housing stock in other
redevelopments in the past 12-24 months. My real concern is how many families are you
going to un-home to home some more people in said new stock? I.e. since the council
flats are means tested and the payments are capped this means your ROI will be terrible(i
1
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can only assume) this is why you are leaning on the ratepayer. The extra $22 per week
you are proposing to charge me, will destroy what savings I have, so when you increase
again next year I will basically be forced to sell and will end up on the council housing
list with my wife and 3 kids. so how many of these new single units will be paid off in
12 months, because if it is less than 5, you are running in deficit. Your remuneration
budget is out of control. As it has been pointed out reducing this by $2million will still
give you a 9.2% increase over current budget. This is significantly more than most
people are getting, how much has minimum wage gone up since inflation has been at it's
current levels? Health and safety requirements that you want to spend $1m on should be
done from existing capacity, even if it "takes longer". pay someone more to do extra
duties. This is definitely nice-to-have spending. because if the health and safety in the
council is in that much disarray there are much bigger fish to fry. While I understand the
want, employing a specialist heritage planner should not be on the budget, at least in the
short to medium term. Why not open the floor to a voluntary or part time roll, especially
if you want the panel to be voluntary, why not do the whole lot, I am sure there would be
people interested. The massive proposed furniture budgets are crazy, literally, we redid
our whole office at work for less than what you probably allocate one person. perhaps a
rolling upgrade approach where needed would make more sense than some nice to
haves, or entire upgrades at once?
Do you have any other feedback?

There is so much I want to say, but don't know how to put it into sufficient words. Now
is the time for necessity spending not pop culture/decorative spending. With the large
increase in new housing around the city, how were you ever going to cope with the
'needed' expenses before they popped up? Surely the massive influx of subdivided
properties and new developments are padding the coffers at least $3k/piece could soften
the blow. The 'General - Single unit residential' charge under the proposed scheme is on
par with my entire rates bill for last year. (literally $45 difference) just thought this was
worth a mention. Some things are ridiculous and outside of your control as well, such as
the sum needed to bring existing housing stock up to current healthy homes standards,
my home doesn't meet these standards, and it never will as I am unable to pay for it as I
am paying for other peoples houses to be brought up to the standard, the irony in this is
beyond belief. Like I said this is outside of your control. Other landlords obviously
recoup this from rent, but the fact that you need to lean on the ratepayer puts further
emphasis on my earlier point regarding the new flat ROIs. My honest 2 cents is that if
the council were a business it would have been belly up years ago. The honest concern of
a father of his family: How do we as a single income family continue to live in our house
beyond 2022 we only bought it 2 years ago and we already have to look at giving it up
because the council is literally forcing us to own nothing, we were blessed with how we
came across this property and now I'm staring down the barrel of nearly triple figures
PER week (will be next year if this madness keeps up). It worries me for other fathers
and other families, regardless whether you own or rent. this massive jump in rates is
going to hit many families, not just hard, but too hard. As I prefaced at the start what will
Palmy look like if you don't get the spending in check now? a mass exodus of people? a
mass refusal/inability to pay rates? Then what will happen to the city once it has been
left up the Manawatu River without it's paddle? It's time to stand with your city, not
above it.
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225
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Louise Angland
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

This increase is criminal and not justified when financially many people are struggling.
The council is already cutting back on services they provide rate payers and earn
substantial salaries to do very little for our city.
What changes would you make?

Freeze rate increases for this year to allow people to recover from losses due to Covid
restrictions.
Do you have any other feedback?
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Michael Tile Vamaua
Organisation
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

The rates increase is totally unfair.
What changes would you make?

Spread the increase evenly across ratepayers.
Do you have any other feedback?

My house is falling apart, we can barely afford repairs and now my rates are going up
more than 10% And I know many more that are far worse off than me. Please rethink the
rates increase as this will hurt many.
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Barbara Little
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

My budget is already stretched, I can ill afford to pay more. I already receive the rebate
annually as my income is tied to 80% of fulltime minimum wage.
What changes would you make?

Increase the rebate threshold/allowance to subsidise the increase for low income
households.
Do you have any other feedback?

Unfortunately for myself because of injury, I have been living solely of ACC, the cost of
everything is on the increase my income is based on last years minimum wage with the
increase to this years adult minimum wage starting July. Not looking promising for
future job oportunities as I have complex L&R elbow injuries. Once my child turns 18 in
5 more years my income will be even less.
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228
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Kirsten Malone
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Your budget is completely inappropriate for the financial situation we find ourselves in.
Learn some austerity. Rate payers cannot afford this.
What changes would you make?

Remove the superfluous cosmetic vanity spending. For example. I live just down the
street from the Albert Street river entrance. There is nothing wrong with it that needs
fixing at the moment. Leave it alone. Now is not the time to waste money on planter pots
or wider streets that look pretty. The Square is fine as it is. Have some priorities. Social
housing, for example, is essential.
Do you have any other feedback?

This budget is preposterous. Our rates are proposed to rise by 16%. How do you justify
that? Inflation is bad enough at the moment, without council thinking they can raise our
rates by double that. It is unjustifiable. Worse than that, at least we will be able to pay it,
Hokowhitu is a fairly affluent suburb. Raising Takaro rates by 30%? Ludicrous, for a
suburb that is nowhere near a wealthy one. Just how do you expect people to be able to
pay this?? Do you realise we are just emerging from a pandemic and people are
struggling? Rates should NOT be rising more than inflation, let alone two or three times
more than inflation. This budget tells us council are completely divorced from reality.
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Harvey Jones
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I support the following items in particular: #2057 Riverside pathway and wonder why
the Ashhurst-City connection continues to be obstructed. #835 Ashhurst Domain
Biodiversity - this will be a major link to the western gateway project at the entrance to
the new Gorge replacement road. #1450 Predator Free NZ project #2055 Envirohub and
Resource recovery options are a great idea #1985 Splashhurst supported #1860 Urban
growth Ashhurst reserves - We have limited reserves for recreation on the west side of
town
What changes would you make?

Do you have any other feedback?

Support the delay of #1435 City reserves waterfront lighting. This is not the time to
increase rates in order to achieve a pretty waterfront. While I understand that the rating
options have been altered this year in order to lessen the rates increase for some areas.
Ashhurst is likely to experience an 11% increase in their rates bill this year, with other
inflation increases a challenge to many households. I encourage the Council to focus on
essential needs of the city at this time rather than what would be nice to have. Ratepayers
just cannot afford all that people may want!
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Faith durbridge
Organisation

Na

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Disappointed in the rates increase for xxx xxxx st. I have the priviledge of living in my
home into older age but i am blind. The council saw fit to remove all my on street
parking even though we.made.many submissions requesting a parking space. I am now
92. Crossing the st even aided is impossible as the traffic flow is high and the weather
definitely plays a psrt. My independence has been severely affected. I can no longer
attend events where i was collected as the drivers have to park opposite leaving me to
crossing the road. My driveway is steep and not accessable. Secondly, our creek was
maintained by council. After all its yours. Sludge was dug out, now its not. I can not
manage to do that extra heavy work. So, youve taken away from me and yet you qant to
charge me more. NO PNCC, ive lived here 92 years. Ive paid rates for 72yeats and this is
the first time ive had to stand up and be counted and say i am very disapointed with your
decisions.
What changes would you make?

A parking space put front of my home to enable me independence. I would hope the next
generation of councilors allow you to live independently as you age
Do you have any other feedback?
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Suzanne McAllen
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?
What changes would you make?

Do you have any other feedback?

I am not happy with our proposed 45.46% rate increase ($2,791.25 21/22 year,
proposed increase to $4,060.20 22/23 year). Why are we so high? We are at xx xx
Ashhurst
Street, on a .2947 ha section. According to the Council we cannot subdivide our
section. We cannot complain about the roosters that live next door that wake us up half
hourly from 1AM and continue all day, because Ashhurst is a 'village' and we are zoned
rural, yet subdivisions are popping up all around us? We have (150 or 200??) new
houses proposed to go in across the road (although the Council only consulted with some
of our neighbours about that, not us, so I don't know all the details - Proposed Plan
Change F: Ashhurst growth areas, North Street). The road, Oxford Street is at a higher
level than our properties and the Council never comes and clears the drains, so the rain
off the road floods into our property. We have no footpaths or channeling or road
parking. We have only just managed to get the speed changed from 100km to 70km
years after it had been approved in Council plans - and now you are going to allow even
more housing in this area? But, that aside - I do not understand why our rates are going
up by 45% when you state an average of 8.3%. Looking also at other City Council's rate
increases they are mostly single figure rate increases. I do not understand this. Yes, like
the Council, we too are having to deal with the impacts of Covid on business and on
wages, big interest rate increases looming, inflation and increased building material costs
but my partner is not getting a 45% wage increase and I am not able to put my product
prices up by that amount either - your rate increase is not helping us. Ashhurst is the
forgotten suburb of Palmerston North City as it is, why should we pay a whopping 45%
more in rates - it is not fair. Can you please look into it - xx xx Street, Ashhurst,
45.67% increase, that's not anywhere close to 8.3% and it's not fair.
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232
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Suzette Alderdice
Organisation

Na

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

We live in a beautiful part of the city. But, the council (Higgins) did a pipe line upgrade
12 months ago, they agreed at a public meeting with council in attendance that the roads
would be put back to good condition. Sigh. They are terrible. Secondly, we now have
flooding everytime it rains under our gome. The drain that takes water from four homes
has silted up. All it needs is a digger for 30 minutes. Because of this wr have a damp
flooded home. Phone calls and letters to council have gone unheard.
What changes would you make?

A drain dug out (your responsibility) Road repaired as promised to is all
Do you have any other feedback?

Finally, we have dangerous trees next ro our first one way bridge. We have called
council to have it removed (which happened yearly but not this year. People.died
because of the obscured bridge. Chop the damned tree. (I have reported this to council 17
times this summer)
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Alysha Zentveld
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Any price increase right now is so unjust and impossible to imagine. I used the online
tool and our annual increase is around $700! We only just purchased our property about
a year ago, we have three young children in school and childcare. We can’t afford that!
When costs go up, in theory this money has to come from somewhere - but I can’t work
more hours because I have children that require my time, and partner is already working
as many hours as he can, 2.5 hours drive away from home because that’s where better
money is. This means cutting more costs than we already do! Please listen to the
community. There are so many things that can be cut or reduced in order to reduce our
rates costs. Us working families are stressed out and struggling to find money for the
increase on food and petrol already, and now rates as well.. we are all tired, depressed. I
fret thinking about the next time I have to re-fuel my vehicle just to be able to travel to
work, let alone this rates increase. Please Palmy council, this is just too much.
What changes would you make?

Without being rude, those planter box style bicycle things you guys put on the roads are
absurd and a waste of money. And surely there are other ways that costs can be reduced
in our community.
Do you have any other feedback?
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234
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Zachary Oneroa
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

The auditor's comments are concerning. While the services provided by the council are
impressive the increased burden on the ratepayer is unacceptable. Many households will
find the increased rates a high burden or simply impossible to pay.
What changes would you make?

The council needs to consider drastic changes. Houses on large sections (>500sqm)
traditionally were equipped with septic tanks as it was financially unviable for cities to
provide piped sewage service. Rainwater tanks were also equipped to each individual
house for similar reasons. History shows us that the rates revenue for these properties
consistently fails to match the maintenance and replacement costs for their associated
infrastructure. The solution is to encourage more intensive use of property (and I do note
this is included in the budget) and to entrust the providing of sewage and water to the
owners of new light residential properties. More intensive housing does tend to recoup
the costs of its infrastructure replacement and maintenance.
Do you have any other feedback?
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Doug Tietjens
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?
What changes would you make?

Do you have any other feedback?

Maintain rates as per previously. We do not support the increase.
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236
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Gaeleen Ratahi
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?
What changes would you make?

Do you have any other feedback?

Yes I think putting up the Rates is very unjustified my Rates went up last year now they
have gone up over five hundred dollars gosh my house is only worth 50 thousand but yes
the land went up heaps my ex husband house is worth a lot more than my house which is
a three bedroom home built in 1984 xxx xxx Avenue and he pays lest rates than
me and you say that is fair I don't think so I paid my rates on time actually way before
time and I get penalties this is very unfair are you going to put the Rate rebate up if not
why not that should of gone up at least 500 dollars how do you expect people to pay this
on a low income its unfair and unjustified
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Margaret Tennant
Organisation

Palmerston North Heritage Trust

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

1. The Palmerston North Heritage Trust strongly supports expenditure on those items
which, broadly speaking, can be characterised as 'heritage'. We are especially pleased to
see the proposed appointment of a specialist heritage planner (we had assumed there was
already a staffmember with such responsibilities), and would, as a group, be pleased to
provide a member of the proposed voluntary heritage advisory panel. Informed advocacy
on this front is essential, and a dedicated council officer is an excellent move. 2. The
city's heritage buildings are not numerous, and more than one is in the process of
'demolition by neglect'. They are part of what makes the city landscape varied and they
provide a constant, visible part of our 'memoryscape'. Measures such as the earthquake
prone heritage building fund are critical. Ideally this would be increased. 3. With a new
school syllabus now to be introduced, and with space in it for studying the local, it's
important that Palmerston North's distinctive stories are not overpowered by a national
narrative that does not necessarily reflect our local pasts and our present reality.
Expenditure on the renewal of Manawatu Heritage is critical - it is currently a somewhat
clunky beast, even though it contains precious material for connecting with our history.
4. Likewise the digitisation of cemeteries records is supported, with the hope that these
records will be made much more accessible and placed on a digital platform such as
Manawatu Heritage. 5. The development of sites such as Te Motu o Poutoa is also
important to telling our stories - for school children and others. Expenditure in this area
is supported by the Trust. 6. The City Library is a huge asset and one which always gets
strong approval rating. It has a value beyond the monetary and a reputation which is
immeasurably enhanced by the goodwill and expertise of its staff. Our dealings are
particularly with its heritage staff and the archives and, again, there is a strength there
which can't readily be monetarised. There seems to be no suggest of lessening support so
we simply reiterate our support for this taonga.
What changes would you make?

1

237-2

Only to increase expenditure in the heritage areas, which may not be realistic given other
infrastructural demands and ratepayer resistance to increases in rates.
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:

2

238
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Kirsty Hughes
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I’m not happy with the rate increase. I am a single mum, who is facing a rate increase
because the only house I could buy at the time has a large section. I didn’t not have the
luxury of which house I could buy, it was luck of the draw as to which seller accepted
my offer. One income to pay for rates, mortgage and all other rising cost of living
expenses is having an affect on my ability to afford the basic necessities. The rate rebate
threshold is set so low, basically only those who are retired are eligible for the rebate.
Rates are not reflective of whether you use the rubbish services, whether you use
recycling frequently or how much water you use.
What changes would you make?

Supply each home with 52 rubbish bags a year to encourage them to use the rubbish
collection service, or better yet, a small wheelie bin instead. Families that need more
than one bag can purchase at their own expense. Raise the rates rebate threshold to
support lower income families.
Do you have any other feedback?

The recycling bin clips was poorly managed. My street was completely missed and while
I reported it at the beginning of March, it took until 19th April for any communication in
response to my message. Blaming Omicron is pathetic, surely with the amount of staff
and technology these days; this could have been managed from homes of those isolating
while not having covid. Now the rate payer will be paying for postage for them to be
sent out on top of the costs of having the whole city receiving them. Should have just
posted them out in the first place. I sincerely hope poor management is readdress and
rate payers money is allocated to people and services that can actually do the job they are
employed to do, and done in a timely manner.
File uploads
FILENAME:
1

239
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Sharlotte Batchelor
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

It is absolutely horrendous about of money you are proposing for increase rates when I
haven't seen much in return. Streets needing potholes fill up, the plastic plant boxes in
Pioneer Highway that I have seen more damage to the cars. On positive things it's great
that our playgrounds are updated and safe for our tāmariki. Currently with cost of living
is going up due to the inflation and adding another $400 p.a in my rates is ridiculous and
I didn't ask for my property valuation to up. I really feel for home owners who are in
living by each pay cheque or pensioners who are on super.
What changes would you make?

One thing I would like for my Street is speed bumps! So many vehicles are going fast to
drop off kids at the preschool at Little Monkeys and the newly established playground by
the community centre. Some day someone will get hurt from vehicles not driving slow.
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:

1

240
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Alannah Wynyard
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I see that some areas of the rates proposal have been decreased, but overall the increase
is significant for our household. We are a young family with a new baby. Even without
the increase of living costs nationwide, the proposed rates increase is more than any pay
rise we can expect in our house in the next 12 months. Our rates are also much higher
than those in Auckland, even if you factor in their separate water charges, which makes
no sense in terms of infrastructure, percentage of property value, decile of the area,
resources etc.
What changes would you make?

Manage resources appropriately to "survive" the upcoming recession using the financial
resources/rates income as they are now. Minimize frivolous council spending I. E.
Planter boxes.
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:

1

241
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Peter Holden
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Our rates increase is 21.2%, how on earth would people like us on fixed incomes (NZ
Super) be able to afford to stay in our homes? Council and Government say they want to
keep us oldies in their own homes, but you will be making it unaffordable! We are
simply amazed that these increases are even being considered given the increases in
living costs and hardships that we all face right now We are fast loosing confidence in
this council.
What changes would you make?

We are questioning why Council are even considering these exorbitant rate increases!
The changes we would like to make will be on voting day! So, Fix up the road surfaces,
control speeding traffic (we live on xxx Avenue). Spend less on window dressing
and spend Ratepayers money on the essentials that matter!
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:

1

242
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Kahn Wynyard
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I live in Takaro, and a 20% increase to my rates would put further stress on my family. I
don't believe 20% is even near a fair number, just because house price increases.
What changes would you make?

2% tax increase, instead of 20%
Do you have any other feedback?

If any room in the budget, please fix up Takaro. The suburb is poorly looked after and
along with Highbury, could do some maintenance on the footpaths and other areas.
File uploads
FILENAME:

1

243
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Jerome roberts
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

No value in it for me based on the increase of proposed rates. I care about stormwater
drainage and safer quieter road on Vogel st. It’s an urban area, not industrial bybass. The
storm water is blocked constantly. We are blocked in at our section from prior
subdivisions before we bought our house. Only to find with moderate run our house fills
with water in the crawl space causing hazardous living conditions. Sort the bloody basics
first and if you aren’t, don’t charge the people who won’t benefit from your plans with
30% increase in rates. We all feel the squeeze from covid and first home buyers are not
the people to target right now! I’ll move back to Wellington if this is the experience
provides by our council here in Palmerston !
What changes would you make?

Stormwater investment. Quieter and safer roads for industrial thoroughfares. Free
investigations into poor subdivision authorisations resulting int bad drainage of surface
water from surrounding properties causing flooding and damage to houses with
medium/moderate rain in lower lying sections
Do you have any other feedback?

Provide justification as to why 30% increase to OUR property. Or atleast the blanket
rule/algorithm that our property is under…
File uploads
FILENAME:

1

244
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Sonja Sundberg Carson
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I think it’s disappointing that our rates will be going up by about 30%, at a time when the
cost of living has increased substantially across the board. I appreciate as a council there
are many ways you want to make Palmy better, but I think going back to basics whilst
the world is feeling the pinch of COVID-19 will do a lot more good, than non-urgent
spending that can wait until the economy has stabilised - and therefore will be far less
burdensome for the people of Palmy.
What changes would you make?

A focus on improving local infrastructure, like basic improvements to the quality of the
roads (along with safety of our roads), and also a focus on stormwater issues. Time and
time again with big downpours we see the stormwater system struggling to keep up and
often getting blockages. So I reiterate the need for basic improvements across the board,
and less on the “nice to haves”.
Do you have any other feedback?

If there is any way to decrease this huge increase in rates, I am sure the region would
appreciate it!
File uploads
FILENAME:

1

245
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Ted Frickleton
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

The enormous increase in rates in certain areas of Palmerston North, noteably the lower
socio-economic areas, are set put immense financial strain on households that can ill
afford it, including my own. Wages have not increased, nor have the services provided
by PNCC so where is the justification for such huge increases in rates? I am semi-retired,
live a fairly simple but financially careful life as I can, to make ends meet but there isn't
much left over most weeks. Being burdened with a grossly inflated rates increase will
cause undue hardship.
What changes would you make?

Stick to the original proposal of 8.3% rates increase which would be less punitive on
lower income households.
Do you have any other feedback?

Beautifying the city, such as through artwork, sculptures etc, is noble in theory but in
these difficult times, money better spent on maintaining infrastructure such as roading
and public amenities, which currently, throughout the city, are very wanting.
File uploads
FILENAME:

1

246
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Pennie Smith
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

its understandable increases need to be made, however with inflation and the proposed
rate increase you are pushing more ratepayers into poverty, less able to meet basic living
costs and look after their health. This does not make sense.
What changes would you make?

cap rates at 10% to limit the burden. revise projects planned tor the next financial year
and only focus on core services (roading, maintenance, key infrastructure upgrades) and
defer non core business projects.
Do you have any other feedback?

if the ratepayers are unhappy where is the benefit to the Council in proceeding with
projects that are of little practical benefit to the community. Do we actually want to
"have big city benefits" if we can't afford to live a balanced life. lets be realistic and take
into account many will be unable to afford your proposal in the 10 yr and Annual Plan.
Our wage / benefit increases will not increase by this amount - EVER
File uploads
FILENAME:

1

247
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Shirley
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?
What changes would you make?

Do you have any other feedback?

I’m writing regarding the proposed rates increase for my property which will increase by
around $880 for the year. This is not an 8% increase, being the number talked about in
most information , but is more like a 25% increase. I am not against a rates increase
because obviously we need to pay for services but such a huge increase is a shock. Most
people I’ve spoken to have had no idea that their rates could increase so dramatically
because the information given out has not sufficiently spelled this out. I can’t think of
any other service I pay for that has ever increased a charge so dramatically. I feel like
this is unfair and outrageous and can’t see how anyone could justify this.
File uploads
FILENAME:

1

248
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Madeleine Speirs
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Proposed rates increases are going to affect every household in a time when the cost of
living is already rising and putting households struggling to cover basic needs. Where do
households on fixed/lower incomes find the money to cover these proposed increases?
What do they give up? Heating? Food?
What changes would you make?

A capped increase percentage.
Do you have any other feedback?

What are the increases for? More unnecessary painted dots on the road? What improved
services will ratepayers see for their money? After two years of families struggling
through a pandemic this proposed increase is like kicking a sick dog!
File uploads
FILENAME:

1

249
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Esther Fou
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Rates increases are too high.
What changes would you make?

Focus on core infrastructure and obligations under the Act. Reduce the non-essential
spends.
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:

1

250
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Nathanael Sextus
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I think it is greedy. I live on xxxxxx St .. we have lots of state houses down our street
and my rates have sky rocketed from 3k which is already ridiculous to 3.6k. There are
way to many unnecessary things. You dont need avertisements and printed magazines.
You can cut back on programmes.
What changes would you make?

You don't need a 13 % increase to pncc workers.just do 5 to 8 percent to match inflation.
You need to have an inquiry into the toxic negative culture and the mayor needs to be
proactive into setting a good culture that attracts our workers.
Do you have any other feedback?

5 to 8 percent increase is fair on each property for the last three years. Don't go off the
new RVs and then calculate the rates.. I'm already proposed a 20 percent increase on the
silly way you have calucated it.
File uploads
FILENAME:

1

251
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Regan Beddis
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

The increased price for is sitting at around 25%, more than triple the percentage of the
annual inflation. We are a family of 3, about to be 4, living on one income and stuggling
enough as it is. With the extra amount we will need to pay the rates, that money will
need to come from somewhere else from our budget which will most likey be the food.
The amount the rates have increased seems unfair and unreasonable in the circumstances
we are living in today, yes sure the property value has gone up, but in saying that, if we
sell we still buy in the same market and have a similar mortgage but paying a heavy
increase in price for ALL of our bills. I could understand a 10% increase, but 25 is
outrageous.
What changes would you make?

Lower the increase to something more reasonable, especially in the slightly poorer areas.
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:

1

252-1
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Stephanie Hedges
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Tues 10 May 7pm to 9pm
Thurs 12 May 7pm to 9pm
Fri 13 May 7pm to 9pm
Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I am appalled to see that my rates are increasing by 25.97% due to the value of my
property increasing. In a time when gas prices, the cost of living, food prices, mortgage
rates, and more, are rising it is so disappointing to see that the PNCC is adding to this.
My income has not increased, and the value of my land increasing doesn't have a bearing
on the services that I use as I am not using any more than I was before. In fact, the
services are decreasing such as glass collection being suspended and more plastics being
excluded from recycling rather than increasing the services. The city is being
"beautified" instead of being made usable with potholes and terrible roading in places of
low income like Highbury as if they are less important than the rest of the city. It is
thoroughly depressing to be living in a city where the value of my land increasing in
ways that are completely out of my control affects how much I pay when I am seeing far
fewer benefits as a citizen and ratepayer. I've looked at the annual plan and the 10 year
plan and there are businesses that face lower rates increases than I do as a private citizen.
Why are individuals penalised for things they can't control?
What changes would you make?

I'd enact changes to make the city more functional for our road users and public transport
users such as better bus services in conjunction with Horizons regional council, filling of
potholes until the roads can be relaid if/when needed, investing in better recycling
services so our city's landfill isn't full of plastics that are not longer accepted, as well as
investing in food scraps collection like in Tauranga for compost which can then be used
in city gardens or sold back to the public for private garden use as a way to offset the
costs of the food scrap collection and processing, landfill reduction options such as
incineration in a carbon-neutral and/or environmentally friendly way as places overseas
have developed and begun using.

1

252-2
Do you have any other feedback?

More clarity and information around what the changes are such as emailing residents,
more meetings and information advised on social media and in local newspapers, flyers
sent out by post, etc. The timeframes are so short that working people who are trying to
make a living to pay their increasing costs of living are likely not seeing the submission
deadlines until it's too late.
File uploads
FILENAME:

2

253
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Andrew Crellen
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

A bloody joke is what i think of your budget. If you were running an actual business you
would fold. Have you heard of leaving within your means or trimming the fat. I suggest
you take a long hard look at the budget, fire your accountants, and get some successful
business operators to look at it.
What changes would you make?

There should be a list of must haves and nice to haves. Things like any beautification or
cultural crap is a nice to have if there is no money for it then you cant have it. A serious
audit needs to be done on the entire council down to how many pencils you have. If there
are any payrises it should only be for people who are below the living wage. Non for
councilors or for developing more made up seats. How about selling all your vehicles
and getting bikes for everyone, you have planter boxes to protect you.
Do you have any other feedback?

I think what will happen is when the council put this through and it will. Submissions
wont make a difference. Your front line staff will take all the abuse from it which is
unfair as you councilors will just go back into hiding untill the next election when
suddenly you are visible. How about getting out more. How about releasing which
councilors vote for or against the rises. Then we can see your true intent.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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254
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Olivia Bardsley
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Accompanied by rising interest rates and inflation of basics like groceries, the proposal
of raising pncc rates for our household would be beyond what we can afford. I saw
within the budget were also proposals for pay rises for pncc employees and upgraded
furniture whilst there were cuts to funding community based charities and programmes.
It is difficult to comprehend that through this budget proposal ratepayers will pay for
those raises and new furniture and in return receive less. Might I note that majority of
ratepayers are not receiving pay rises to match any of the increased costs of living or in
this case owning a house in palmerston north. Prior to this proposal palmerston north
rates were already very high in comparison to other ratepayers across New Zealand, I
wonder where this proposal would rank us?
What changes would you make?

Do not raise the rates Remove unnecessary budget spending ie furniture
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:

1

255
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Lisa Sae
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

The rate increase is far to great for low to middle income earners to meet. My proposed
rates are over $1000 more per year. Family living week to week simply can't afford this.
What changes would you make?

If you must increase rates do it slowly over time.
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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256
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Josephine Mary Snook
Organisation

Social Justice Group, Cathedral of the Holy Spirit Palmerston North

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

What changes would you make?

We wish to repeat our submission regarding the 10-year Budget and reiterate our
commitment to social housing. We submit that the Council should continue subsidizing
its existing housing units for new tenants and commit to providing further housing to
meet predicted needs. Some part of the rate "take" be tagged for this purpose.
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:

1

257
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Sheenagh Tinkler
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Hi there. My rates are proposed to go up by more than 20%. I cannot afford this. I am a
pensioner. They should be caped at 10%. The Council should stop building white
elephant
vanity projects like the one on the Riverside walkway at the bottom of
Albert Street.
What changes would you make?

They should be caped at 10%.
Do you have any other feedback?

Thank you for your attention.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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258
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Claire Black
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

While I appreciate facilities being maintained and love the beautiful spaces Palmy has
created however, the cost being spread the way it is proposed is horrendous. My rates
have already increased significantly in the last year apparently due to my new garage and
property upgrades. My garage is barley standing there is no new garage or improvements
so your guestimate on my rates is not a reality. To find out now that we are looking at a
32.4% increase on our rates is unmanageable and unfair. People care about their homes
but wont be able to afford to maintain them with these rates. With all the rising costs
everywhere and Covid affecting my job my wages have not increased to meet the
increase. There is no point making Palmy Beautiful if those paying for the improvements
cant afford to live here.
What changes would you make?

An even increase and lower increase. If two people use the same services and one has an
increase of $200 and the other has same house size same land size same service and
increase by $800 thats not a fair balance.
Do you have any other feedback?

I have read your comments about your flyers and online marketing. This has not reached
a wide audience it wasnt enough. Even when I did come across this I read 8.2% and
almost over looked the reality of 8.2% actually being 32.4% for me. Rates is some thing
we have to contribute to but this is bullying.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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Your contact details
Name*

Draft Annual Budget 2022-23

261-1

PNCC Rec'd

2 1 APR 2022

First name. Last name.
Janet Maxey

Organisation
If applicable

Postal address*

Email*

Phone*
Please provide a daytime contact number

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?
We're running 9 hearings sessions. Please select up to 3 from the times and dates listed
below.
D Tues 10 May 9am to 11am
D Tues 10 May 3.30pm to 5.30pm
D Tues 10 May 7pm to 9pm
D Thurs 12 May 9am to 11am
D Thurs 12 May 3.30pm to 5.30pm
D Thurs 12 May 7pm to 9pm
D Fri 13 May 9am to 11am
D Fri 13 May 3.30pm to 5.30pm
D Fri 13 May 7pm to 9pm

Your feedback
All submissions will be acknowledged in writing and given to the Mayor and Councillors, who will
consider the views and comments expressed when finalising the Annual Budget.

What do you think of our proposed budget?
https://www.pncc.govt.nz/participate-palmy/have-your-say/draft-annual-budget-2022-23/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw3v6SBhCsARlsACyrRAnS1YNLUuOHZ...
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262
Subject:

FW: Rates submission

-----Original Message----From: Barbara O'Driscoll <>
Sent: Thursday, 21 April 2022 3:52 pm
To: Palmerston North City Council Info <Info.Info@pncc.govt.nz>
Subject: Rates submission
Good afternoon,
I have been on-line several times over the last month, since receiving the Council pamphlet, to discover what our
expected rates are likely to be for our property at xx xxxx Grove and have not been able to find any projection.
Number of Lot is 11DP 31878 and Valuation Number is 14540 420 06
We have lived in this property for 50 years (from Feb 1972). We were concerned to read at the last valuation, that
the house was only assessed as being worth $90,000 approx., and the rest of the valuation ($630,000 approx) was
for the land. Because the property has not been recently sold we are presuming that a recent sale of # xx wxxxxx
Grove was used at the time to estimate the total value of the property here at #xx, and we probably had no real
reason to question the total estimated value of our property.
However, when we read now that the new rates will be based on land value as assessed by the City Council, we
really do wonder if the big hike in the land value, and under valuing of the house and improvements to that land, as
sent to us in the recent valuation, is not a rather dishonest way of assessing the rates.
This is just a comment that we think needs some consideration and we would like to submit this for further
discussion.
Thank You,
Mrs Barbara O’Driscoll (for Dr and Mrs R.C O’Driscoll)

1

263-1
Subject:

FW: Submission on Annual Budget draft

From: Beth Tolley <>
Sent: Thursday, 21 April 2022 4:24 pm
To: info@pncc.govt.nz
Subject: Submission on Annual Budget draft
Hi
Thank you for being willing to pass this submission to the right department
Many Thanks
Beth Tolley

Submission to PNCC Annual Plan 2022
What do I think of the proposed Budget
My concern is to pass on to future generations a healthy environment. I am very disappointed and
concerned that there is so little relating to climate change. The latest International Panel on Climate
Change [IPCC] report of March 2022 says that earth is set to warm to 1.5° within 2 decades, and only the
most drastic cuts in CO2 emissions will prevent an environmental disaster. The draft Annual Plan lists a
number of challenges but climate change is not one of them. The Ecocity budget of 2.09% of PNCC
spending is not in line with the damage unstopped climate change and loss of biodiversity will have on our
lives. A drastic cut in emissions could cause social conflict and breakdown of community. So a just
transition as well as a rapid transition to a low carbon economy is essential. This is a huge challenge for
everybody. PNCC has an important role in alerting residents to how seriously protecting its residents as
much as possible.fo
What changes would I like?
I would like PNCC:
Tell the truth and lead regarding climate change
-By highlighting the dangers climate change poses to the city and region in all its communications.
-By regularly report on parts per million of CO2 in the atmosphere and what PNCC and the city are doing to
lower it
-By recognising that the 2050 target for zero carbon emissions is no longer adequate. -By leading and encouraging in a variety of venues and situations talk, discussion and debate about what
our options and pathways to lower emissions might be. A Citizens Assembly maybe useful as part of this
-By sharing with the public on the ground actions PNCC is doing that is helping lower emissions
To make lowering of carbon emissions a very high priority
-By assessing every PNCC plan or decision in terms of its impact on carbon emissions and encouraging
citizens to do the same in their personal lives. The Annual Plan already includes the idea of passing
infrastructure to succeeding generations. That thinking could be extended to include what sort of city
environment we want to pass on.
-By continuing to support and increase that support for organisations such as Environment Network
Manawatu whose work contributes to reducing carbon emissions and increasing biodiversity
1
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-By having a goal of reducing private car use within Palmerston North by contributing more to Horizons
financially to enable free and frequent bus services from Horizons, spending less on roads and more on
walking and cycling routes. [Thank you for working cycle lanes in Pioneer Highway. Maybe this work could
be linked to the need to reduce CO2 emissions when communicating with the public]
-By supporting local food initiatives which not only reduce transport emissions but help feed people
-By planting fruit trees along street verges especially in poorer parts of town. This would need to be done
in consultation in each neighbourhood so the locals value and protect the trees.
-By protecting and extending plantings of native vegetation such as wet areas and bush
-By adjusting rates to support struggling families. Increasing residential rates 11% while dropping
commercial rates 3% does not assist a just transition to a low carbon economy.

Other Feedback
I recently discovered when walking through Edwards Pit Park that weeds such as ivy and tradescantia are
flourishing putting at risk young trees and reducing the chances of self sown native seedlings from
growing. I don't know if this is a problem in other native plantings but would appreciate it very much if the
volunteer revegetation work is supported by ongoing weed control
Thankyou for the opportunity to make this submission
Beth Tolley
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Alan Dingley
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Continuing valuing rates on property value is unfair. $550 is my jump which is around
20% which I believe is unfair. My pay certainly hasn't gone up at all. Justify the 20%
rates increase please?
What changes would you make?
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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From:
Subject:
Attachments:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission
crj_wilson_-_pncc_annual_plan_submission_2022.pdf

Your contact details
Name

Callum Wilson
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Please refer submission document attached.
What changes would you make?
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
crj_wilson_-_pncc_annual_plan_submission_2022
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PNCC Annual Plan Submission
Callum Wilson
21 April 2022

STO P
IN C REASES
1. I make this submission as someone who chooses to reside, raise a family, run a business,
employ people, and own residential and commercial property all in Palmerston North City.
2. I utterly reject the proposed 8.3% overall rates increase. The continued compounding
increase in rates is grossly unacceptable and unsustainable.
3. I object to the changes in rating differentials; despite some commercial properties actually
receiving a substantial discount by virtue of their comparatively low land value increase,
there is no justification for loading proportionately further costs onto businesses by
increasing the commercial share of rates. Businesses have been significantly impacted by
Covid and face further significant increases to the cost of doing business; Council's role
should be to support not further penalise the city's employers, product and service
providers, as it's ultimately residents and ratepayers who will be affected by this.
4. The underlying issue is of course that council is trying to find ways to hide an excessive
increase in rates. These increases have to stop! It is not acceptable to burden ratepayers
with these increased costs based on very weak plans with poor justification. I call for a zero
rates increase this year, and challenge councillors to instead begin a path of rates decreases.
5. Council's role is to serve residents and ratepayers as a whole, and under this Plan, it is failing
to do so. Council, and many Councillors through their continued endorsement of excessive
spending and fringe interests, have utterly failed in their duty. Council has been misguided in
its self-proclaimed role of supporting pandemic recovery, and instead is contributing to cost
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of living increases and resource shortages for productive sectors.
6. Council acknowledges that economic conditions and cost of living is significantly worse than
when the 10 Year Plan was set. So instead of the council using current conditions as a
further excuse to increase rates, council must pull back on its rates and expenditure.
Economic conditions provide justification for council to significantly reduce activity
compared to long term plans, particularly as a significant proportion of spending is
discretionary.
7. Unlike Council, which is simply able to take more money, ratepayers are often of more fixed
means. Something has to give in order for council to continue to take. In my case this will be
that, personally and in business, I will need to ensure that Council increases are offset by a
reduction in my support to charities and community groups. In this way, Councillors and
Council can be clear that they are actually taking from the sorts of groups they would often
proclaim to be helping. I will not be alone in this course of action, so Councillors must
consider whether that is the sort of consequence they are comfortable with creating. This of
course is in addition to further hardship that rates increases will undoubtedly be
contributing to.
8. In terms of specific items noted in the Plan as contributing to the rates increase; I foremost
reject the notion that additional costs should result in rates increases. Council must live
within its means, find savings, find reductions, forego some of its woke ideals, rather than
burden ratepayers. On that basis, I object to each of the specific increases summarised in
the Plan. Of particular concern, I object to proposed additional spending of $1M on ‘Health
& Safety’; $2M on salaries; and $65K on rubbish bags to address non-compliance with
recycling. (In this case, limiting the rates increase may enable everyone to afford rubbish
bags!)
9. The additional Salaries and H&S costs of $3M are of particular concern because council has
shown inability to manage itself. In recent budgets there was an additional $500K added to
the people budget to “build the capability of our organisation”. Now there’s an additional
$1M more for vague or undefined H&S. We all know that no one will stand in the way of
safety. But serious questions have to be asked how this is a new and separate budget item.
What on earth is going on and why hasn’t this been implicit in operations to date and has
management been failing badly with this? In terms of Salary costs, council may instead need
to look at why recruitment and retention is difficult. Given that it such a protected and wellfunded employer, maybe there are underlying issues with Council being seen as out of
touch, inefficient and unproductive which make it undesirable for motivated workers. It also
appears to me that there is over-specialisation of roles; every role seems to require a
separate position rather than developing much more productive and lean capability. Perhaps
if council is forced to live within its means, rather than putting it’s hand out for $3M more,
this year alone, it will find better ways.
10. There is opportunity for council to substantially reduce spending. Council must clearly
separate its expenditure and operations into essential services and 'nice to have' services.
The essential services must be better managed. Those 'nice to have' services must be further
scrutinised in terms of benefit and value to all ratepayers and residents, and not progressed
"at all costs". In times of high costs and constrained resources as at present, council must
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stop competing for these limited resources and at least hold back on works programmes
that are not essential. There must be drive from Councillors to limit the scale of Council, not
contribute to it growing as an unaccountable empire.
11. Council’s budgets presented in this Plan are littered with highly questionable discretionary /
non-essential items. While I don’t have the detail to see what these entail, the titles alone
are of significant concern. E.g., not content with the originally planned $84K for “1442-Active
Transport Behaviour Change”, then Plan now calls for $102K for this. My perception is that
this is the type of item that should be entirely wiped form the budget. Council’s core role
should not be social change, let alone in tight economic times, let alone when contributing
to an 8.3% increase, let alone when society is doing just fine at figuring out it’s own active
transport! If high petrol prices, availability of e-bikes and shared use scooters, cycle lanes,
working from home, public walkways, etc, are not enough to create behaviour change,
Council wasting $100K on this item alone sure won’t be. Sadly, I suspect many many other
items would also not stand up to any scrutiny, and are evident of an out of control council
and lack of scrutiny.
12. People have more enjoyable and constructive things to do than participate in consultation
over constantly poorly considered spending and changes. Grossly unpopular decisions like
parking changes and planter boxes highlight how out of touch decision making is. Councillors
must do better to respect the wishes of the people they serve.
13. I reiterate my objection to the proposed rates increases, and call on Councillors for a rates
freeze, and a fundamental change in approach to rein-in an out of touch and out of control
council in a number of areas - particularly in these challenging economic times.

266-1
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Emma Ochei
Organisation

Manawatu Toy Library Association, Inc

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Tues 10 May 9am to 11am
Fri 13 May 9am to 11am
Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I understand it will always be difficult to ask ratepayers to pay more for their rates , and
even more so in these particularly difficult times for many households and businesses.
However Palmy is a safe, friendly and thriving city - and it is vital that PNCC plays its
vital role in maintaining the quality of life we have here already , and also that Council
continues to look to the future also in terms of community support and environmental
initiatives. As a rate payer I am prepared to pay an increase of the approx 8.3% to ensure
efficient and functioning council services. I would not support funding cuts to
community or environmental programmes or initiatives. In particular I mention my
support 1675 - a $100,000 fund for community relief efforts post-Covid . I presume this
would be an extension of the current Covid relief fund for community groups. Extra
support for community groups is going to be increasingly needed, I believe, as we
collectively work our way out of this pandemic. Increased need in our community for
social services, coupled with pressure on all usual funders is already placing financial
pressure on many community organisations.
What changes would you make?

2023 - Community Development Small Grants fund - back to $62,000 increase. This is
not a time to shave off funds for community groups - As a minimum I would ask you to
reinstate to the Annual Plan figure - Ideally of course I would prefer this to be increased.
This is a vital fund for operational costs for smaller community groups which provide
community cohesion and community services to the benefit of all of Palmy's citizens.
1574 - Hancock Community House Management contract - reinstate this to $63,000. I
note I am speaking personally here since I am no longer at the PN Community Services
Council . However, I know that $63,000 represents great value for PNCC, given the
services provided and efficient day-to-day operations of HCH provided by this contract.
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It is only fair that spending on this contract increases. We all know that costs for the
service provider are increasing.
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Tyler Warner
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I strongly oppose the level of increase (8.3%), as I believe that in the current
environment it is totally inappropriate to impose this level of increase on rate
payers. The impact of the updated valuations on rate increases means that many
residential rate payers will have increases of between 10% and 30% (and some even
higher than that) which I think is quite unreasonable. This will increase financial
hardship for some of our community. I find this unacceptable.
What changes would you make?

• That the proposed additional budget for employee remuneration be reduced by
$2,000K to enable $4,859K additional for the 22/23 year. That the application /
prioritisation of the additional $4,859K remuneration to be determined by the CE. • That
the following proposed new Operational programmes are removed from the draft 22/23
Annual Budget, and are included in a list titled: “Considered but not included”: Prog
2129 - Free rubbish bag per month to low income households - $165K KN/LH Prog
2136 - City Marketing Campaigns - $150K. • That the following proposed Capital New
programmes are removed from the draft 22/23 Annual Budget, and are included in a list
titled: “considered but not included”. Prog 167 - James Line Improvements - $1,443K.
Prog 1676 - additional funding to improve participation in council meetings - $150K •
That the following proposed operational programmes are removed: Prog 2133 - Health
and Safety Improvement Programme - $1,000K - That the proposed Health and Safety
Improvement Programme is reviewed and that priority actions are delivered through
existing capability, through reprioritising work. Prog 1936 - $30K - (op) Funding for
Section 17a review. Prog 2135 - $21K - LGNZ Conference • That the following
programmes funding is reduced: Prog 1506 - $640K - Community Events - reduce to
$544K Prog 2130 - $135K Heritage Advisory Panel - reduce to $25K Prog 86 - $103K (cap ren) Furniture replacements 9 - reduce to $50K. Prog 20
Do you have any other feedback?
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I implore council to consider that many residents have not had a pay increase in more
than 2 years due to covid. Increased interest rates at the bank and increased costs at the
supermarket and petrol pumps are making us tighten our own belts at home we can only
expect the same from our council.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Andrea Anderson
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I do not support the proposed budget. With escalating living costs, this is a ludicrous
time to spend money on unnecessary projects. Many people are struggling financially
and this will only add further burden and stress.
What changes would you make?

Please only spend money on the ESSENTIAL services - waste, water, road maintenance,
environmental protection. No spending on projects that only benefit a small group of
people e.g. upgrading council chambers, council remuneration. No spending on
UNNECESSARY projects e.g. city centre transformation, cycleways, events, city
heritage projects, cultural projects, Albert St river entrance upgrade. What we have
currently is fine. Reduce spending to active communities, arts & heritage, connected
communities, libraries. Instead these groups should source alternative funding or
increase their own fees/admission.
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Bruce Duncan
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Tues 10 May 9am to 11am
Tues 10 May 3.30pm to 5.30pm
Thurs 12 May 9am to 11am
Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I find the increase to rates to be extremely high. To raise our rates by, in our case, 29% is
disgraceful. You as a council need to realise that salary and wage earners are hurting at
the moment.
What changes would you make?

If and only if, there was a legitimate reason to raise rates, this would be aligned with the
cost of living. NOT 29%!
Do you have any other feedback?

An explanation is required. This council must rethink their approach and consider the
impact on rate payers of such an increase. I do not believe PNCC have considered all
options and instead have opted to just penalize rate payers. I look forward to discussing
this further. Bruce D.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Nichollette Tatham
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I think we should be cutting back on spending on “arts” at the moment and spend that
money on the more important things for now.
What changes would you make?

As above.
Do you have any other feedback?

It’s frustrating as a ratepayer to see money wasted on things like the plastic planter boxes
that were supposed to seperate cycle lanes, when there are people who are genuinely
struggling to buy the basics. I would rather have money spent wisely in our region on the
basics and cut back on any future art sculptures etc that are not as important at this
current time.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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From:
Subject:
Attachments:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission
pncc_annual_plan_submission_2022_-_sienna_w.pdf

Your contact details
Name

Sienna Wilson
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?
What changes would you make?
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
pncc_annual_plan_submission_2022_-_sienna_w
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Are you looking
after my future?
PNCC Annual Plan Submission
21 April 2022

Dear Palmerston North City Councillors,
It’s me, Sienna!
Seeing what’s happening in the world around me, I’ve
realised - that at the age of 12 months - I already need
to start seriously thinking about and planning for my
future.
I hear that you are planning to increase rates by 8.3%
overall, and for some families a lot more than that! I
wonder where these families are going to get that money from; what they’ll need to sacrifice; and
whether Council is spending it wisely. I also wonder what all this means for my future if it continues.
This is a lot more than I should be worrying about at my age.
I’d like to buy my own house by the time I’m 30, so I’ve been doing some calculations. Did you know
that if Rates continue to increase at the 8.3% you’re currently considering, the rates on a typical
residential property would be over $30,000 per year!?! Even with inflation, that is staggering, and
seems very wrong. You’re welcome to check my calculations, shown in Figure 1 following. But I’m
sure you’ll find that compounding increases have a very big effect and should be more carefully
considered than they seem to be. The increases are out of control!
While I do enjoy playing in cardboard boxes, I wasn’t planning on living in one; but that seems to be
what will be happening if Council continues to strip more and more money from ratepayers. This
needs to stop!
My understanding is that you, the Councillors, have an important role in representing the interests
of ratepayers and residents now and for the future. That means spending on what is necessary and
keeping the council organisation in check. This really doesn’t seem to be happening! In fact it seems
that so much in this Annual Plan is geared to serve the interests of the council organisation, and not
the short or long term interests of residents and ratepayers.
I’m sure you’ll hear from many residents and ratepayers that the proposed increases are
unacceptable - even just based on the immediate increase in cost. At the age of 12 months, I’m even
more future focussed, and am considering the long term effects of these compounding increases as
they will significantly impact my future. The compounding increases are grossly unsustainable; the
total cost is a disgrace now, let alone where it takes us to in future; and unabated, this will be an
enduring shame to any councillor who supports such increases.
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Figure 1: Calculations showing compounding rates
increases are unsustainable!

I challenge Councillors to make a generational change;
immediately FREEZE rates, with next budget to
REDUCE Rates. Make a positive difference for the
future by rationalising and reducing the role of council.
The status quo of continuing with questionable value
projects regardless of cost, and all the while growing
the council empire, is not a strategy for now, or the
future.
I ask you to commit to decreasing rates, by 10%. If this
were to happen for even just each of the next 3 years;
then even with a return to 8.3% increase, in 29 years,
my hypothetical rates bill would be just $17,000, rather
than over $30,000. The difference in path that your
present proposed increase is taking me and every other resident and ratepayer on is massive.
I’m told that the savings are clearly there to be made if the mandate required it. The Covid pandemic
has shown that many businesses and organisations are able to make savings far in excess of that, so
the Council, with so many items of discretionary spending, could surely achieve this. The wasteful
and unnecessary spending is there to be cut, and the size and role of council can be practically
limited to what is necessary.
So which is it; are you focused on the interests of residents and ratepayers, for this generation and
the next; or are you presiding over growing the unsustainable and ultimately unaffordable council
empire!? Will you truly do something for the future, or will you carry on rubberstamping the status
quo of increases?
I truly hope you’ll look after people now, and for the future, by immediately freezing rates.

Yours faithfully,

Sienna W, 12 months.

272-1
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Corrie Atkins
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I strongly oppose the level of increase (8.3%), as I believe that in the current
environment it is totally inappropriate to impose this level of increase on rate payers. The
impact of the updated valuations on rate increases means that many residential rate
payers will have increases of between 10% and 30% (and some even higher than that)
which I think is quite unreasonable. This will increase financial hardship for some of our
community. I find this unacceptable.
What changes would you make?

• That the proposed additional budget for employee remuneration be reduced by
$2,000K to enable $4,859K additional for the 22/23 year. That the application /
prioritisation of the additional $4,859K remuneration to be determined by the CE. • That
the following proposed new Operational programmes are removed from the draft 22/23
Annual Budget, and are included in a list titled: “Considered but not included”: Prog
2129 - Free rubbish bag per month to low income households - $165K KN/LH Prog
2136 - City Marketing Campaigns - $150K. • That the following proposed Capital New
programmes are removed from the draft 22/23 Annual Budget, and are included in a list
titled: “considered but not included”. Prog 167 - James Line Improvements - $1,443K.
Prog 1676 - additional funding to improve participation in council meetings - $150K •
That the following proposed operational programmes are removed: Prog 2133 - Health
and Safety Improvement Programme - $1,000K - That the proposed Health and Safety
Improvement Programme is reviewed and that priority actions are delivered through
existing capability, through reprioritising work. Prog 1936 - $30K - (op) Funding for
Section 17a review. Prog 2135 - $21K - LGNZ Conference • That the following
programmes funding is reduced: Prog 1506 - $640K - Community Events - reduce to
$544K Prog 2130 - $135K Heritage Advisory Panel - reduce to $25K Prog 86 - $103K (cap ren) Furniture replacements 9 - reduce to $50K. Prog 2047 - $154K - (cap
new)Furniture transformation - reduce to $75K. Prog 1826 - $308K - (cap new) CAB
Workplace Transformation - reduce to $150K. Prog 1929 - $256K - (op) - Workforce
Transformation - reduce to $125K.
1
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Do you have any other feedback?

I implore council to consider that many residents have not had a pay increase in more
than 2 years due to covid. Increased interest rates at the bank and increased costs at the
supermarket and petrol pumps are making us tighten our own belts at home we can only
expect the same from our council.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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273
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Jackie Wheeler
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I am very strongly against the extreme rates hike. My property will go from $6100 to
$8200. That is a horrendous jump. I can't help but think that the council are just trying to
rate me out of my property. This is just plain wrong.
What changes would you make?
Do you have any other feedback?
File uploads
FILENAME:
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Clare Hynd
Organisation
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Too many nice to have things that should be stopped in these very tight times. All staff
being paid above the living wage should have a wage freeze to help contain costs. Most
people are really hurting financially and everyone needs to tighten their belts. There
should be a hard look at all the roles in council and those that are not necessary should
be cut. This is not a time for largesse. The rate increase must be kept to an absolute
minimum
What changes would you make?

Do road and footpath repairs. And keep the streets clean and tidy and the leaves out of
the gutters No more cycle lanes and planter boxes, they are a big waste of money at this
time
Do you have any other feedback?

Do not increase the rates by the suggested amount . The budget should be cut so that the
rate rise is half of what is proposed
File uploads
FILENAME:
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Siann Aburn
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I understand there are significant demands and need for services but the current proposal
needs reducing further to decrease the increased costs you are putting on ratepayers ( in
our case 47%). In a time where we could well end up in another global financial crisis
then it would be prudent to reduce the “nice to haves” and concentrate on core business.
This means reducing usage of expensive consultants, vanity projects, unnecessary
rebranding or further developments to the cbd such as discussed in the article in the
Standard this week.
What changes would you make?

Find a fairer way for those looking at 30% rate increases. These people will not be using
any more services than they already are. Compare a smaller section with 6 people living
on it with someone who has a larger section and higher increases but only 2 people, their
use of Wastewater, rubbish /recycling etc is significantly less than the other but they pay
proportionally more in rates. Concentrate on core council services like infrastructure,
reading, water, rubbish etc and decrease wasteful spending particularly within council.
Find ways to do things more efficiently and cheaper like the rest of us have to!
Do you have any other feedback?

As a rural resident close to town we have experienced a significant increase in land value
which under your proposal means a rates increase of over 47%. Assuming that everyone
in our area has received similar increases to the change in land values then the method
you have employed to reduce the impact of these increases seems to be laughable as
many perspectives will be affected. Facebook posts and media have shown significant
numbers complaining of 30+% increases so we are not alone. We get no more for this
huge increase and it cannot be justified or fair. Land value does not represent increased
usage of any council services. The current rating system is inequitable. Maybe you need
a 2 tier system to decrease the impact on those of us getting significant increases so to
reduce the demand on us.Considering this supposed increase is only realised if we sell (
1
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and we now have a falling market) and does reflect any increased ability to pay. Older
people on large sections are likewise being penalised.
File uploads
FILENAME:
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276
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Nikita Leeks
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

I understand the need for an increase in rates to fund the projects presented in the
proposed budget. However, I am concerned that the raise is higher than the majority of
people can afford. We are in a time where the cost of living is rising rapidly, public
wages are frozen and there is major concern in the community whether we can adjust to
maintain what has grown to be a very costly living standard.
What changes would you make?

Could the increase in costs be made through smaller increments to support a softer
adjustment period? Could we consider reducing the arts and culture budget so that
emphasis is placed on affordability rather than the attractiveness of the city? It seems
counterinitiative to build a beautiful city that only the minority can afford to live in.
Future space costs could be built at slower rates to ensure that we as a Palmy community
can afford to live here first and foremost.
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
FILENAME:
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From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Laura Konijn
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

The proposed changes in distribution of the rates charges are inequitable and quite
frankly ridiculous. When two homes of identical CV have a huge disparity in their rating
proportion based on land value alone it seems completely unfair. Families with large
sections but lower value homes paying more than people with brand new homes is just a
joke. Pensioners who have had their homes on the kiwi 1/4 acre are now seeing
substantial and unmanageable increases in the rating costs purely because they havent
subdivided. The rating increases are substantial for some locations yet seem to be
making up for decreases across other areas. 8% would be ridiculous in today's climate
but many people are expecting increases above that. With the increase in house prices
this makes the housing market for both renting and purchasing much less desirable.
Feilding used to be expensive for rates and PNCC was considered fairer but these
increases will see families like ours considering selling up and moving outside the PNCC
boundaries.
What changes would you make?

Rating value (or as a city counselor recently reported on facebook as a property tax)
should be based on CV. That is, the best way to distribute this cost across all people in
the city would be to share that based not on land but on the overall value of a property.
Million dollar homes should not be paying less in rates just because they have less land
just as someone with a relatively lower value home shouldn't have a huge cost based on
land value. The overall value would be fairer. It seems that using land value in this way
was quite the way of gentrification where those with land had more money and paid
more tax. Things have changed and the way the rates are shared out should also reflect
smaller sections, more house.
Do you have any other feedback?

PNCC have historically been a council that is family friendly, affordable and with
prudent use of finances to advance the city as a great place for everyone to live. We
appreciate the work that has been done with parks around the city but are struggling to
1
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keep up with the annual significant rise in the rates. It seems unfathomable that palmy
will remain a family friendly place if things like planned increase go ahead and the
palmy image will be impacted.
File uploads
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278
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Allen Macmaster
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

My chief complaint is the publicising of the 8.3% average rate rise when my own rates
are projected to rise 25% and others I have spoken to also find this figure laughable. If
this is truly the average then some other sectors/persons must be enjoying some healthy
decreases. As this (potentially only temporary) increase in property values puts no more
cash in our pockets to pay the increased rates it is simply another inflated cost dragging
on our ability to enjoy our lives and lifestyles in Palmerston North. The increase is vastly
above inflation and will be extremely difficult for many to manage as it will flow on to
other costs (e.g. rents and therefore also costs of goods and services ). This may deter
people from shifting here.
What changes would you make?

The proportionality of the rates increases needs addressing. Accepting there will need to
be an increase does not mean accepting residential property owners should bear a
disproportionate burden.
Do you have any other feedback?

File uploads
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279
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Fenil Mistry
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?

Rubbish, how is my rates going up and my neighbours is less than mine. We have the
same amount of land, other house is front and there are like no other difference and I pay
more than him. This needs it be calculated again, seems like no one is happy with this.
Ask the government for more money as they like splashing heaps put.
What changes would you make?

For some services make it pay as you use it. I don't use your arts and crafts, visit events,
use your rubbish. Stop painting roads and doing silly stunts that brings no value to those
that work work work
Do you have any other feedback?

I work long hours, feed the family, don't use much of your services as I don't have time.
Need to find a way of removing the services I don't use, seems like a daytime robbery.
This way you only pay for services that you use.
File uploads
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280
From:
Subject:

Submission
FW: Draft Annual Budget 2022-23 submission

Your contact details
Name

Lucy
Organisation

Hearings
Would you like to speak to Council in support of your submission?

Your feedback
What do you think of our proposed budget?
What changes would you make?

Do you have any other feedback?

I just wanted to share that people are already struggling with price increases across the
board currently as the cost of living is outrageously high. Interest rates are making
mortgage repayments almost impossible for many people. Even though you’ve provided
a breakdown of where rates money goes, it is already expensive and a further rise is
going to cause real stress for many. We pay for kerbside rubbish collection, and
recycling, in our rates but on top of that we have to pay for the bags the rubbish goes in
as well. If it is at all possible to avoid putting rates up that would be preferable.
File uploads
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